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;,interchange at random points between largely homologous deoxyribonucleotide
segments, whereas specialized recombination processes act in th absence of
general recombination or apparent sequence homology between th,, interacting
DNA regions. Specialized recombination systenms are responsiule for pronoting
the integration, deletion, transposition, or inversion of discrete DNA segments
and can also influence the expression of nearby genes.

Bacterial evolution was thought until recently to occur b- 9 slow proces:s
involving small chromosomal alterations (i.e., mutations), environmental
selection for the desirable mutations, and the accumulation of beneficial
mutations through ifitercellular genetic exchange and generalized recombination.
Mutational events which involve the addition, deletion, or substitution of
only one or a few nucleotides can be called micro-evolutionary. Since the
1960's, however, a catalog of macro-evolutionary events has been anassed.
These involve the reshuffling, often at relatively high frequencies, of iwe
chromosomal DNA segments, end include inversion, insertion, duplication,
deletion, or transposition events, as well as the chromosomal integration of
circular DNA. Micro-evolutionary alterations probably occur mainly during DNA
repLication or repair or both, whereas macro-evolutionary events are nediated
largely by a variety of specialized recombination systems. Bacterial evclution

probably proceeds by the accumulation of both micro- and macro-evolutionary
changes. Ho,,;ever, it should be stressed that unlike micro-evolutionary
alterations, nacr,-evolutionary rearrangements often affect the expression of

many genes and occasionail." do so in an irreversible manner (e.g., sequence
delet o . Hence, specialized reco:,Ji io; systems, which appear tO con-
tribute significantly to overall bacterial evolution, offer novel echanisms
with which bacteria can cope with the forces of natural selection. This
review is intended as a brief dascription of several of the more intensively
studied specialized recombination systems, and relates how these processes
affect both gene expression and evolution in bacteria.
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Specialized Genetic Recombination Systems in Bacteria:
Their Involvement in Gene Expression and Evolution
D. J. Kopecko

A. Introduction

A variety of phenomenal DNA units, aided by specialized reconbi-
nation processes, are responsible for a major proportion of the
spontaneous" chromosomal alterations observed in bacteria. These

structurally and genetically distinct DNA segments (i.e., bac-
terial viruses, insertion sequence elements, and transposons)
can be inserted within many chromosomal loci. In addition to
causing insertion mutations and encoding new genetic potential,
these discrete units act as supernumerary genetic regulatory
switches capable of enhancing or eliminating the expression of
nearby genes. Furthermore, recombination promoted by these DNA
elements can result in various chromosomal rearrangements affec-
ting large or small chromosomal DNA regions and involving the
joining of unrelated DNA regions that lack apparent nucleotide
sequence homology. Though this review is aimed at describing
the intensive study of recombination mediated by viruses and
transposable elements in bacteria, there is considerable evi-
dence to suggest that transposable elements are also significant-
ly involved in genetic reorganization and regulatin in higher
organisms (McClintock 195/; Bukhari et al. 1977; Kleckner '977;
Starlinger 1977; See Sect. F). Intermolecular exchange of a DNA
segment(s) (i.e., genetic recombination or crossing over) be-
tween homologous parental chromosomes, resulting in the forma-
tion of a hybrid molecule, has been recognized in eukaryotic
systems since the early days of classical genetics (Hayes 1968).
This marvelous process is important in providing us with the
breadth of phenotypic diversity that one sees within a single
plant or animal species. More fundamentally, recombination pro-
motes new genetic combinations upon which the forces of natural
selection can act, eventually leading to the evolution of an
organism more suited to the environment. Unfortunately, the mul-
tichromosomal organization of eukaryotic hereditary information
as well as the absence of experimental methods to manipulate
this material have precluded, for the most part, molecular ana-
lyses of either mutations or various recombinational events in
higher organisms. The recent "genetic engineering" techniques
lay the foundation for fine structure study of eukaryotic chromo-
somes, but little has yet been accomplished along these lines.
However, the eugonic bacteria and their viruses, each containin(g
one relatively simple chromosome, seem to have been specially con-
structed for the molecular geneticist. Bacteria are relatively
simple, undifferentiated organisms that reproduce by asexual
fission, a process characterized by the doubling of the cellular
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contents followed by the equipartitioning of the replicated here-
itary information at cell division. Thus, each daughter cell is

essentially a genetic replica of the parent. Despite the absence
of sexual reproduction in bacteria, intercellular exchange of
genetic information can occur readily, not only between different
bacterial species, but also intergenerically (for review see
Hayes 1968; Lewin 1977; Kopecko et al. 1979). Beyond the apparent
evolutionary significance of this intercellular genetic exchange,
bacterial genetic transfer processes (e.g., conjugation) have
been successfully manipulated to obtain our present understanding
of the genetic and molecular organization and expression of here-
ditary material.

Bacterial evolution, until recently, was thought by many to occur
by a very slow process encompassii the induction of a small al-
teration in a chromosomal DNA sequence (i.e., a mutation), en-
vironmental selection for the desirable mutations, and the accu-
mulation of beneficial mutations through intercellular genetic
exchange and general recombination (see Fig. 1). This concept
was fostered by the results of early genetic studies in which
bacteria were found to mutate relatively infrequently (i.e.,
one mutant per 106-108 cells for any given trait) and each "spon-
taneous" mutation appeared to represent an alteration in only one

a A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H,

MICRO-EVOLUTION _ " - MACRO- EVOLUTION

b A, B, C, 0, E, F, G, H, d A, E, D, C, B, F, G, H,
•~ ~ s i -oni..

Ncfeofde
Su bstituion

C A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, e A, E, D, C, B, F, G, H,

lnsertion /Duplicofion

EVOLUTION k

f A, E2 D, C, B F, G, H,

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of evolution. 'Phe -t. re-
[)resent a portion of the bacterial chronosome and arbitrary cenes are
labeled A, B, . . . andI H. The subscript, I or 2, after each gene desig-
nates an allelic form of that gene. The chromosomal segment shown in (,)
can undergo small single nucleotide base changes or micro-evolutionary
events, such as that shown in (b) and (c) . The mutated genes are indi-
cated by a subscript 2 and pronounced lettering, and the mutations are
located by an A. In addition, large chromosomal or macro-evolutionary
rearrangements such as the inversion of a DNA segment (d) , the del etion

of a DNA segment (not shown) or the insertion of a DNA sequence (e) can
occur. Overall bacterial evolution appears to result from the accumula-
tion, via genetic recomibination, of both micro- and m.icro-evoi ]it icn ny
chromosomal alterations, as shown in (I
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or a few adjacent mucleotide base pairs of DNA. It seems appro-
priate to refer to these mutational events, which involve the
addition, deletion or substitution of only one or a few nucleo-
tides, as miaco-,?volztion aril (Dobzhansky 1955, see p. 165; Cohen
et al. 1978). Within the past 10-15 years, however, it has become
apparent that large chromosomal rearrangements (e.g., duplica-
tions, deletions, inversions, and transpositions of multinucleo-
tide DNA segments) occur in bacteria, oftentimes at relatively
high frequencies. These events which result in the rearrange-
ment, gain, and/or loss or large DNA segments can accordingly
be described as mncro-evo~ut1o'ary (Dobzhansky 1955, see p. 166;
Cohen et al. 1978) and certainly must account for a major pro-
portion of bacterial evolution. It appears that bacterial evo-
lution results from the temporal accumulation of both micro-
and macro-evolutionary DNA alterations (see Fig. 1).

Genetic recombination in bacteria, described in more detail be-
low, can be divided into two broad categories: (1) general and
(2) specialized. In short, gc cral recombination mechanisms me-
diate genetic interchange at random points between largely ho-
mologous deoxyribonucleotide segments. Following the intercel-
lular transfer of mutated DNA segments, both micro- and macro-
evolutionary changes can be stably incorporated into the recipi-
ent chromosome via general recombination (Fig. if). However,
whereas micro-evolutionary mutational events are thought to be
caused in vivo by errors in DNA metabolism, sometimes induced
by intermediary metabolites or radiation exposure, macro-evo-
lutionary DNA alterations appear to be generated via a variety
of special recombinational processes. Moreover, these macro-
evolutionary genetic exchange processes are functionally inde-
pendent of known general recombination systems. In addition,
the distinctive behavior (i.e., the lack of a requirement for
extended homology between interacting DNA regions) of these
macro-evolutionary processes allows them to be categorized as

'a:;uJ recombination systems.

Research on macro-evolutionary chromosomal alterations has only
recently shifted from the purely descriptive to the mechanistic
level. However, the recent results of electron microscope and
DNA sequencing studies of various macro-evolutionary events
have suggested that several distinct specialized recombination
systems are functionally related, a finding that appears yet to
be appreciated by many. Thus, my primary intent in this review
is to describe for the non-specialist the various types of bac-
terial specialized recombination systems and to relate these
processes to the overall scope of bacterial heredity (i.e.,
mutation, gene regulation, genetic exchange, and evolution).
Although this review is slanted toward a general introduction
to this rapidly unfoldinq area of specialized genetic recombi-
nation, I hope that the coverage is in adequate depth and breadth
to be of value also to the genetic specialist. For the novice,
several recent cursory and detailed surveys of bacterial her,-
dity and genetic nomenclature are recommended for reterencL,
(Demerec et al. 1966; Hayes 1968; Hershey 1971a; Falkow 19)75;

Novick et al. 1976; Watson 1976; Lewin 1977; Luria et al. 1178;
Kopecko et al. 1979). Because of the broad scope of this re-iew
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only representative research reports and review articles have
been referenced. In fact, there are several excellent detailed
literature reviews of various specific aspects of specialized
genetic recombination and these references have been included
in the appropriate sections below.

This review is organized as follows. General and specialized re-
combination are defined in the following section. Then, I have
briefly reviewed the currently perceived genetic and molecular
bases of general recombination in order to ensure that the sig-
nificance of specialized genetic interchange is fully apprecia-
ted. Afterwards, several specialized recombination systems are
discussed in detail and, finally, the inherent evolutionary sig-

nificance and practical experimental application of these pro-
cesses is discussed.

B. Genetic Recombination: An Overview

I. General vs Specialized Recombination

"Genetic recombination" refers to a variety of DNA exchange of
processes, in different organisms, that result in heritable
altered linkage relationships of genes or parts of genes. For
instance, reciprocal exchange of DNA segments between largely
homologous regions of similar chromosomes, a recombinational
capability of most organisms, can be represented by ... abCDe...
X ... ABcdE... = ...ABCDE... + ... abcde..., where similar upper
and lower case letters denote, respectively, dominant and re-
cessive forms (alleles) of the same gene on separate chromosomes.
In addition to this simple reciprocal exchange between homolo-
gous DNA regions, presently recognized recombination processes
encompass such diverse events as the chromosomal integration of
entire extrachromosomal genetic elements such as bacterial plas-
mids or viruses (e.g., the F plasmid and phage 1) as well as
chromosomal gene duplication (e.g., ...ABABCD...), inversions
(e.g., ...ABDCEF...), delections (e.g., ...ABDBCD...) , and trans-
positions (e.g., ...ADEFBC...). Albeit varied, these events are
all mediated by one of two classes of recombinational activi-
ties. >':cr recombination mechanisms mediate random genetic
exchanges between largely homologous segments on the same or
on different genomes and require certain host general recombi-
nation functions. As a result of general recombination, virtual-
ly any DNA segment can be exchanged, but only between homolgous
DNA regions. In contrast, , : recombinational activities
act independently of general recombination functions and do not
require large regions of homology between interacting DNA seg-
ments. Certain .-' :" : recombination processes catalyze the
integration and/or excision at a limited number of chromosomal
sites of physically defined genetic units (e.g., phage inte-
gration into the :. "I,.! genome), or, in other cases, insertion
or deletion of discrete DNA segments at seemingly random chrome-
somal loci (e.g., Mu phage or transposon insertion into the :.

genome) . In addition to the currently described specialized
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recombination systems that mediate the genetic exchange of re-
cognizable, defined DNA units (e.g., . or Mu bacteriophage; in-
sertion sequence elements), present evidence would lead one to
believe that these or similar specialized recombination systems
promote the occasionally observed exchanges, at variable loci,
between bacterial DNA segments that lack apparent nucleotide se-
quence homology (e.g., "spontaneous" chromosomal deletion or
transposition events; and specialized transducing phage forma-
tion). General recombination and the various specialized recom-
bination systems appear to be mediated by separate overall pro-
cesses, but may share common components of DNA metabolism, such
as winding/unwinding enzymes, ligase, polymerases, various nucle-
ases, and DNA binding proteins.

II. Genetic Aspects of General Recombination

Particularly noteworthy prerequisites to our current conceptua-
lizations of genetic recombination in bacteria were the disco-
veries of DNA structure and the informational organization of
DNA, as well as the various mechanisms whereby bacteria can
exchange their hereditary material intercellularly (Hayes 1968;
Watson 1976). Upon the introduction into recipient bacterial
cells of large segments of a similar (donor) bacterial chromo-
some via conjugation, or of smaller bacterial DNA fragments via
transformation or transduction, normally haploid recipient cells
become partially diploid (i.e., merodiploid) for the DNA segment
transferred. Merodiploid cells are usually genetically unstable
and characteristically lose the newly inherited trait. One can
observe this loss if the donor DNA segment, ...ABDdef..., is
phenotypically distinguishable from the analogous recipient
chromosomal region, ...abcDEF... . However, with a probability
of )O.5, these merodiploid cells can undergo a genetic recombi-
nation event(s) in which a random segment of the newly inherited
material is exchanged for an analogous portion of the recipient
chromosome. If, for instance, the dominant ABC alleles were in-
serted in place of the recessive abc alleles of the recipient,
the resulting recombinant bacterial genome would be dominant
for the region .. .ABCDEF..., and all progeny bacteria would in-
herit this recombinant genotype (Hayes 1968). This random recom-
binational exchange of DNA segments between largely homologous
interacting DNA regions is thought to occur universally ainonq
bacteria. However, most intensive genetic analyses of this qen-
eral recombination phenomenon have been conducted in the well
characterized f-, r ,; ; - ' ' K-12 system.

The insightful genetic studies of A.J. Clark and ,theis (s-,
Clark 1973; Lewin 1977; Mahajan and [)atta 1',79) hee s' al]J:
the specific involvement of several recombiiat i
Lhis process. Through genetic comi lementatin ,
mutants in recombination deficient (ec i , 1'
has deduced the normal existence o; twI n,. , .
pathways, both of which require the 4(),())( .
One pathway that utilizes, in addit ion t-.
duct, the , exonuclease, nerMInA ly i>'.'.:' •
general recombination. In cells det i'i'

hinL _ _ _ __ _ _ _
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nuclease, a second pathway involving the uncharacterized ,
gene mediates recombination at about 1% of wild-type levels.
There is now considerable evidence to suggest that the B, C
recombinational pathway is involved primarily in double-strand
genetic exchanges, while the y.*. pathway mediates mostly single-
strand DNA exchanges (Mahajan and Datta 1979). In addition, sep-
arate studies have revealed similar phage-specitied general re-
combination systems in A, T4, T7 and P22 (Lewin 1977).

III. Molecular Mechanisms of Homologous Recombination Processes

Little is factually known about the molecular events involved
in recombination. However, there is considerable evidence to
indicate that general recombination encompasses physical break-
age of parental molecules and reunion of exchanged DNA segments
(see Lewin 1977). Stahl and co-workers have recently provided
evidence for the existence of 'CLoL , C-dependent, randomly lo-
cated (about every 5000 base pairs) recombination sequences,
called Chi, on the I'. jli chromosome (Stahl et al. 1975; Malone
et al. 1978; Chattoraj et al. 1979). Although not yet proven,
physical pairing of interacting DNA regions (i.e., recombina-
tional synapse) may be catalyzed by the v,-A protein (Shibata
et al. 1979), while the Chi sequences may be involved as enzyme
recognition sites in the final resolution of the hybrid struc-
ture. Molecular models for general recombination are necessarily
speculative, but several have been included here to generate a
general concept of events likely to be involved in recombination
and for later comparison and contrast to specialized yecombina-
tion mechanisms. Figure 2 diagrammatically depicts events likely
to be involved in the integration of a single linear DNA strand,
acquired by conjugation or transformation, into the bacterial
chromosome. Experimental results suggest that entering donor
single-stranded DNA quickly pairs with a homologous region on
the chromosome. The donor single-strand is exchanged with the
recipient molecule at a gap either created by general recombi-
nation enzymes or remaining from DNA replication or repair ac-
tivities. Following nuclease trimming of the non-exchanged ends
of the donor strand, covalent closure of the newly constructed
recombinant might involve repair synthesis or simply ligation.
The exchange of a single DNA strand between two double-stranded
(duplex) DNA molecules, as shown in Figure 1E, could occur by a
minor variation of the scheme shown for single-strand integra-
tion. If the complementary strands in the hybrid region of the
recombinant molecule differ, DNA repair mechanisms might remove
any mispaired bases. Alternatively, replication of the hybrid
molecule would generate daughter chromosomes that differ in the
region of the original recombinational event. Following single-
strand DNA transfer to a recipient cell via conjugation, seq-
ments as large as 500,000 nucleotide bases in length have been
detected by genetic means to be incorporated by general recombi-
nation. Although hybrid molecules are formed in the absence of
DNA synthesis, the final covalent linkage of exchanged strands
in the hybrid molecule appears to require cell growth, but the
specific requirements for DNA, RNA, or protein synthesis are
unknown (reviewed by Lewin 1977).
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Fig. 2. Molecular models for general recombinat ion. lnteractinqr DNA strainds
,are indicated by e''' hydrogen bonds b two eni COMp 1 oslo rily nu-

cleotides are shown as .!;"' .5- ! !r 7',. '. Steps A-F dlescriber event, like.-
ly to occur during the integration of a single DNA strand into a reiliieut
deuble-strand molecule. (A) Entering single-strand donor DNA quickly i-airs
with a homologous region of the chromosome. Genetic exc:hange is ilti'it-1
onl the recipient genuine at a single-strand gap created by a recairbinatioi
enzyme(s) or some ether DNA mretabolic activity. (03) Extension of thu ex-
changed regioni (see 'J ?'!' M'I following displacement and/or degradtili
of the corresponding recipient strand. (C) Termination of the gonet i'' ex-
change may occur at a gap) introduced by a speci fic recombination venir '1-

by some other event. Unincorporated donor sequence- are, exonucl oolytic l~aIly

removed. (D) The gaps on each side of the incorpuoted DNA segmnent are re-
paired by DNA polymerase and ligase. Any diffoernces (base mispairing'S, nil-

cleotide additions or deletions) between the strands of these recombinant
DNA molecules are, either corrected by DNA repair processes or expressed(,( !zi -

lowing replication. (E) The exchange of a single DN4A strand between two
double- strandled DNA molecules could occur in a manner similar to that ds
cribed above, except that exchange between pairedI reglions would regui me, at,
least, single phosphodiester bond cleavages in correspondling strands of both
'loner and recipient molecules. incorporation of the exchanged DNA segmrent

would occur as, shown in steps B-D. Complementary donor strand synthesis c'oul
,cc'ur subs;equenrt to or simusl tanieously With displacement of the, donor sinai e
strand. Al terniativoly, (niot shown) a single strand from each niolecul 0 coi
exchangec With the opposite molecule giving rise to a reciprocail exchainme

sin';) e, DNA strands. (F") 'Ibis diagraml depicts the products exot el fromil
sing le recipro(cal , double- strand exchange between two 1 irrear DNA molecules.
It shouild be rioted that chromosorril integration et the F" p1 asirild or pier J,
1 iidi, occurs by a speciftic, single, iuciprocail , 3doubl e-strin1i exchi ii.j I)(,i-

tween two, circulair molecules aid resi ts iii l 1rig'p ~ortipesqite, (ilclI '. Tw-
rrcipnrc'll exchainges" Would hiive to occ~ur iii order to exchlinrrp iny DNA s''-
ment be twon tw creul ir qeismreS. Ref il prod y i pror I i' "oimb ir) ''ii il

(-"Ixl ilia inl thi text,
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Exchange of a double-stranded segment between two duplex DNA
molecules, although more complex, might follow a course of
events similar to that described above. However, the require-
ments of the exchange would depend upon the physical state (i.e.,
circular or linear) of the interacting molecules. Also, the ex-
change could be . -, an event in which all DNA ends cre-
ated by recombinational cleavage are rejoined to new sequences,
or 1 1-".: l!, an event in which new DNA ends are generated
by the recombinational event. The end product of a single reci-
procal double-strand exchange is shown in Fig. 2F. Note that two
reciprocal, double-strand crossover events are required to ex-
change a single contiguous DNA segment via generalized recombi-
nation between two circular molecules, which is the normal phy-
sicochemical structure of bacterial, plasmid, and many virus ge-
nomes. In contrast, one reciprocal, double-strand exchange be-
tween two circular molecules would produce one larger composite
circular molecule, the product observed for the chromosomal in-
tegration of viruses or plasmid (see Fig. 3B, C). Additionally,
the extent of homology between the F plasmid and the bacterial
chromosome that results in , WA-dependent integration of F is
now known to be approximately 1000 nucleotide base pairs (David-
son et al. 1974). Thus, only a relatively small amount of se-
quence homology between interacting molecules is needed for ho-
mologous recombination.

General recombination mechanisms, then, mediate the physical ex-
change of single or double-stranded DNA at random points between
paired and largely homologous DNA segments. In . , general
recombination is specifically dependent upon the qene pro-
duct, but other DNA metabolic activities are also involved
(Radding 1973; Clark 1974; Lewin 1977). The recent cloning of
the o, . gene and purification of its protein product (McEntee
and Epstein 1977) in conjunction with tho indinqs of Stahl and
co-workers (Malone et al. 1978) of thL, Ci st,,u ,ncLs and the re-
cent direct visualization by electron microscop: o synaused DNA
regions (Potter and Dressler 1979) woild su': ;,st ti'at some of
the events involved in generalized qet t i. .<<Ihan may soon be
deciphered. Hopefully, this brief o-: v )' ,,,noral recombina-
tion will better enable the reader t,, t... ni '. catalog of
"aberrant" or specialized reconbinatiun (,v,:nts d scribed in the
following sections.

of the pr )phai je '(,nioeTI Within fh( h It . , !111 W-1. w 'his intll_ iti,:)

r ,cess is ru veisib] .,.n 'r;1-ii Ib liit-io i, the " is
, tecte by b,,th '; ' ti < t or t i '."it in ., po I , -si ti:,; in the prlu-

ti n 't n .l4] phige (s,- '10 . :ti., , w v i1' eh.-.,VY Fx -ic
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C. Specialized Recombination Systems in Bacteria

I. Introduction

Atypical recombination events in bacteria were first character-
ized in depth during the study of the temperature bacterial vi-
ruses. For example, in contrast to the randomness of general (or
legitimate) recombination events, bacteriophage - was observed
to integrate itself physically as a linear DNA addition into a
specific site on the .Y. K-12 chromosome. Although upon in-
duction, prophage I excision from the integrated state was most
often precise, occasionally an imprecise event would take place
in which part of the sequences would excise along with some
adjacent bacterial DNA giving rise to a specialized transducing
phage (Weisberg et al. 1977; see Fig. 3). Furthermore, entirely
separate studies conducted during the 1960's revealed that re-
shuffling of large segments of the . " chromosome through
duplication, deletion, inversion, or transposition could occur
(see reviews by Starlinger and Saedler 1976; Starlinger 1977).
Although seemingly different, all of the above events required
little or no homology between interacting DNA regions and could
occur in bacteria deficient in general recombination ability
(e.g. , !,. -i-deficient -. - K-12) . This , -. °-independent, physi-
cal joining of two apparently non-homologous DNA segments, once
thought to be a rare, aberrant event, has previously been termed

"illegitimate" recombination (Franklin 1971). These processes re-
sult in the formation of a novel joint as two grossly unrelated
DNA regions are fused (Hershey 1971a).

More recently, a serics of discrete DNA segments, called trans-
posable elements, have been identified which can transpose in-
dependently of host -.] function, intra- or inter-molecularly.
These elements have been found to promote many of the macro-evo-
lutionary events described above, as well as to affect gene ex-
pression by causing insertion mutations or by carrying DNA se-
quences that act as genetic transcriptional promoter and/or ter-
mination signals (Starlinger and Saedler 1976).

"Illegitimate" recombination was an amorphous discipline with
limited examples at the time of Franklin's comprehensive review
(1971) . During the last decade, due_ specifi cal l to the develoI -
ment of electron microscope heteroduplexirng and denaturation
mapping procedures (Westmore land et al. 11h 9; Inman and Schnos
1970; Davis et al. 1971) , the discovery of many site-specific

DNA endonucleases (reviewed by Roberts 1976) , and advances in DNA
sequencing techniges (Maxam and lilbrt 1 977) , we have uncovered
and dofined a scri , of what apor ar to be different specialized
recombi nation systems that ar responsible for some of the events
heretofore termed "illegitiate". This section will entail general
descriptions of representative examples of vari ous specia I ed
recombination systems. Howevcr, some macro-evo lut iona"rv rearranq-
ments will be described for which no known specializoo qenetic
exchange mechanism has yet been implicated. These events which
occur in the absence of general. recombination and exte-nded DNA
homology will he referred to as "aberrant" or "ille!itimate".
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If. Bacteriophage

The temperate bacteriophage A is normally packaged in the virion
as a linear, double-stranded DNA molecule, as diagrammed in Fig.
3A, which has been enzymatically cleaved by a specific endonucle-
ase that creates 12 nucleotide-long complementary (cohesive) 5'
ends, -'. and -'r. Following bacteriophage infection of a bacterial
cell, the injected phage DNA molecule stably circularizes by liga-
tion of its reannealed cohesive ends. Either lytic replication
can ensue or, by definition, a temperate bacterial virus can ex-
ist intracellularly in a quiescent (i.e., lysogenic) state from
which it can later be induced to undergo lytic/vegetative growth.
During lysogenization the functions needed for > lytic growth
are repressed. In addition, a site-specific reciprocal recombi-
nation event occurs between a specific attachment/recognition
site, calle. ;t P, on the circular phage DNA and an analogous
receptor s 2,, ,t fB, on the bacterial genome, resulting in the
ordered lioiar insertion of into the . -!" chromosome (see
Fig. 3B,C). This event requires a phage-encoded integration
(:.) protein, which has a subunit molecular weight of approxi-
mately 40,000 daltons, that binds to specific sites within .- P
and is known to have DNA nicking-sealing activity (Nash 1977;
Rikuchi and Nash 1978; Nash, personal communication). The ' pro-
phage, which is now replicated as an integral part of the bac-
terial genome, is bounded by hybrid attachment/recognition sites
which have been designated - L (left) and - R (right; see
Fig. 3C). No extended regions of homology could be detected
among -P, .: B, ;!L and -R by electron microscope hetero-
duplex procedures (11radecna and Szybalski 1969; Davis and Par-
kinson 1971), but recent direct DNA sequence analysis has shown
that each of these four - sites has the following 15 deoxy-
ribonucleotide base common core: 5' -GCTTTTTTATACTAA- 3' (Landy
and Ross 1977). Despite the presence of the common core region,
however, the sequences on either side of the core in 2--B or

•-P are different from one another. Because integration is
a reversible process, this common core region must be the ph,.-
sical locus at which integrative recombinational DNA breakaqc,
exchange, and reunion occur. As a result of the different core-
adjacent sequences, each i- site is genetically distinct, i.e.,
each displays a unique set of affinities for the other .- sites
during integrative/excisive recombination events (Parkinson 1971;
Nash 1977). The overall organization of the :- sites and exact
size of the core-adjacent sequences which affect site-specific
recombination are not yet known. Although normally intej ratts
into a primary .- B locus located at 17 min on the ..

map (Yachoann et al. 1976) , in bacterial hosts containing a de-
letion of this primary bacterial ' site I will integrate less
efficiently into a variety of secondary bacterial ;' " sites. These
-secondary sites appear, in all respects, to be natural variants
of .- B (Shimada et al. 1972) and when I is integrated at a sec-
ondary site that lies within a detectable gene, the ' prophage
acts as a large insertion mutation within that gene.
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At induction \ prophage repressor is inactivated, possibly

through proteolytic cleavage by the host i, -A protein (Roberts
et al. 1979), allowing 1 gene expression which is normally fol-
lowed by excisive recombination between the hybrid sites,
an event that appears essentially to be the reverse of inte-
gration (see Fig. 3B,C). Excision requires the action of two
phage-encoded products, the protein and an excision (.'.)

gene product (encoded by < 250 base pairs; Nash 1977), and re-
sults in the generation of circular bacterial and I chromosomes.
Neither phage nor host general recombination abilities or phage
genes other than *:', and -,%, appear to be involved in this site-
specific specialized recombination system. Furthermore, , inte-
gration and excision can occur in the absence of DNA, RNA or

protein synthesis. Thus, in contrast to our current knowledge
of general recombination mechanisms, these integration/excision
events must not involve eAonucleolytic trimming of exchanged
DNA, the random creation of single-strand gaps, or gap-filling

by nascent DNA synthesis (Kikuchi and Nash 1978). Recently,
mutant phage that simultaneously carry ,,,,P and ut1B, or ,:L
and -'R, have been constructed. These mutant viruses participate
in both in vivo and in vitro inter- and intra-molecular site-

specific recombination reactions as illustrated in Fig. 4 (Engler
and Inman 1977; Nash 1977; Nash et al. 1978). Data oLhained with
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these and ither mutant phage indicate that ., through the action
of '. ./ ligase and gyrase, must exist as a covalently-sealed,
negatively supertwisted circle in order for integration to occur
(Mizuuchi et al. 1978).

Beyond the requirement for host ligase and gyrase, several A.
"I ' genes have been identified by mutations that affect the
site-specific integrative recombination process. The host inte-
gration mutations (.7 -) have been mapped at 38 min (;.1',4), 84
min (tf'.i), and at 20 min (b or host integration protein) on
the J. -.J genetic map (Miller and Friedman 1977; Nash et al.
1978). Interestingly, these mutations also affect other special-
ized recombination processes and these genes may comprise a
series of proteins common to DNA metabolism (i.e., repair, re-
plication, and recombination). Although the mechanisms of in-
tegration/excision events have not been physically defined,
Landy and Ross (1977) have pointed out several features of the
,'' sites (e.g., direct and inverted repeat DNA sequences, as
well as adenine plus thymine rich regions) that might influence
their specific recombinational behavior (see later section on
mechanism of transposition).

Thus, bacteriophage \ encodes a specialized recombination mech-
anism that enables N, as a discrete genetic unit, to integrate
site-specifically into and excise from one or a limited number
of sites on the 3'. o0 genome. In addition, I codes for a random
genetic exchange system, specified by the I genes, that is
analogous to the bacterial system and is not required for
phage integration or excision. Though not mentioned above,

complex genetic regulation of gene expression controls the
fate of the infecting phage (i.e., lytic or lysogenic state).
Several recent excellent reviews of these regulatory controls
as well as of I integration/excision are available (Gottesman
1974; Campbell 1976; Schwesinger 1977; Nash 1977; Weisberg and
Adhya 1977; Weisberg et al. 1977; Nash et al. 1978).

In addition to performing precise integration/excision functions,
the \ site-specific recombination system is able to promote re-
combination between two autonomous phage chromosomes (Table 1).
Such evenL are ',.,-dependent, occur only at the :- sites (pre-
sumably via integrative recombination) and can take place in the
absence of k Red or host Rec general recombination (Weil and
Signer 1968; Echols et al. 1968). For example, in a cell doubly
infected with two I derivatives that are genetically marked by
mutations on opposite sides of 7,1P in each phage type, one can
detect reciprocal recombinant phage which carry approximately
half of each parent phage sequence, with the recombination event
occuring at -,1P on each molecule, presumaoly between linear
phage molecules. Furthermore, this specialized recombination
system also appears to be involved in the occasional formation
of certain site-specific phage deletion mutants. Formation of
these phage deletions, in which one deletion end point always
occurs at .!'P, has been shown to require the I '- protein.
Davis and Parkinson (1971) proposed two mechanisms to explain
this infrequent deletion formation: (1) exonucleolytic digestion
from a nicked i'lP site followed by joining the ends of the
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digested strand as shown in Fig. 5a-c, and (2) an :c:-promoted
unequal crossing-over event in which a region beginning at ;tiP
on one molecule was exchanged at a non-homologous secondary
site on another phage molecule (Fig. 5d-f). The involvement, if
any, of in site-specific deletion formation is unknown,
but one can envision -'t and xc -dependent deletions which might
occur by intramolecular deletion of a sequence between OtP and
certain specific secondary sites in I. Such an intramolecular
deletion is exemplified by the exchange between zt P and :,B
on the special \ ,.P-(i,'B phage, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Cur-
rent evidence seems to favor this latter mechanism: Shimada et
al. (1972) have observed -'>t-promoted inefficient recombination
between >ttP and secondary u't sites in bacteria lacking the
primary ctIB locus; several apparently identical ut-dependent
deletions of , call b2, have been isolated independently (Weis-
berg and Adhya 1977); and, finally, ;*,-t and o-'--dependent re-
combination events have been reported between each .4tt site and
any of the other sites (i.e., ;B, oat:P, ;ttL or u;tR), though
the recombination frequencies varied widely (Parkinson 1971;
Guarneros and Echols 1973; Lewin 1977; Nash 1977).

Imprecise or aberrant excision of a X prophage occurs occasional-
ly by a process(es) that takes place independently of 7't or
functions, the prophage att sites, and the 1 iocJ or host ec,.4
genes (Weisberg and Adhya 1977). This process(es) yields spec-
ialized transducing viruses, at a frequency of -1 per 106 normal

Mf. t _
I  

attp m

oft I

m is i sl

tion in . Linear phage chromosomes are represented by ',' (d, e, f) or
(a, b, c) , The cohesive ends, m and ', as well as

:P are shown on each molecule. As proposed by Davis and Parkinson (iT),
'-dependent deletion formation can occur in two ways. Shown in steps a-c,

exonucleolytic digestion - depicted by i:.: : !';. in (a) - from a specific
single strand cleavage in ,:n1 is followed by joining of the ends o; the
digested strand (b). Revomal of the unpaired sequences, shown as a loop in
(b), would generate a \ deletion mutant, as shown in c. Alternatively, un-
equal crossing-over between two I phages (d, e) in which a region beginning
at ;t'P on molecule was exchanged (see : ;..: , d and e) at a non-homo-
logous secondary site on another phage, resulting in a shorter recombinant
molecule (f)

mom
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phage released following induction, whose genomes are composed
of part of the original phage sequences and some of the adjacent
bacterial genes (see Fig. 3D,E). Specialized transducing phage
can be serially propagated, but sometimes only in the presence
of coinfecting helper phage to supply missing essential phage
functions. Each originally isolated transducing particle appears
to be distinct from other transducing particles with respect to
the extent of both phage genes remaining and bacterial genes sub-
stituted. This finding indicates that the recombinational cross-
over occurs at random points between the interacting phage and
bacterial sequences. However, weak evidence exists to suggest
that there are preferred sites in the bacterial DNA sequences
adjacent to the nrophage at which abnormal excision/transducing
phage formation occurs (Weisberg and Adhya 1977). The low fre-
quency of specialized transducing" phage formation is probably
a composite of (1) an inefficient recombination event(s), (2)
a requirement that the transducing phage contain the cohesive
ends, -. and -', in ordcr to be packaged, (3) the fact that
fusion must occur between the phage and bacterial sequences
at the abnormal site ot recombinational crossover to generate
a circle (or else scission at --- ' . during phage packaging
would generate two fragments that could not be serially propa-
gated), and (4) the necessity for the excised product to be be-
tween 0.73 and 1.09 ,length- in order to be packaged (Weisberg
and Adhya 1977). No phage or bacterial genes have yet been identi-
fied that affect this abnormal excision process. It has been sug-
gested that specialized transducing phages are formed at or after
lysogenic induction, but the molecular bases for these apparent-
ly illegitimate events are currently unknown (Campbell 1963;
Weisberg and Adhya 1977). However, since no extended region of
homology exists between the interacting phage and bacterial DNA
sequences, during aberrant excision, one could envision a pheno-
typically cryptic, chromosomally-dete-mined specialized recombi-
national systems as being responsible for, at least, some trans-
ducing phage production (see later section on -,,..1-independent
bacterial recombination system). Therefore, transducing phage
might be produced continuously at a low frequency by such a
system, but detection would occur mainly following induction,
when helper phage are expressed.

It is worth noting that a class of defective transducing I phages,
called - : -L and I !-,,.R ( ... = defective carrying one cohesive end),
have been characterized (Little and Gottesman 1971). These phages,
which cannot be serially propagated, carry bacterial sequences
from the left or right side of 13'fB plus half of \ and are goner-
ated after lysogenic induction, in part, by the site-specific
cleavage of , prophage at ..- (..1. . Because the free left co-
hesive end of . appears to be packaged first, the bacterial end
of j iL is probably generated by the action of DNAses on the
bacterial DNA protruding from the filled phage head. The process
which results in the cleavage in the bacterial sequences of :
is not adequately understood, but is thought to involve a non-
specific DNAse (for more detail see Weisberg and Adhva 1977).
Thus, - ; - phages do not appear to be generated by recombinational
mechanisms.
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Lambda phage appears to be involved in several other types of
illegitimate recombinational events, besides transducing phage
formation (see Table 1). By examining bacterial survivors fol-
lowing induction of a heat-inducible X lysogen, one can isolate
bacterial deletion mutants which have lost part of the 1 pro-
phage (i.e., at least those genes involved in cell death) and
some neighboring regions of the host chromosome. It is not
known when (i.e., before or after phage induction) or how these
deletions occur, but their formation is rare (,,10-7 /cell after
one phage growth cycle), is not site-specific, and does not re-
quire ., :'it, '', or i genes/sites (Weisberg and Adhya
1977). Again, a host-mediated, ,..iA-independent recombination
system may be responsible (see later section).

Vegetatively replicating ,, or similar phage that express con-
stitutive replication functions have been observed on occasion
to undergo internal deletion of a large contiguous region cre-
ating N' (defective virulent) molecules (Matsubara and Kaiser
1968; Matsubara and Otsuji 1978). These non-integrative defec-
tive phage molecules, which can be formed in the absence of
reYA and ?-< functions (Berg 1974), retain basically that part
of N which is normally essential for replication and responsiible
for immunity. Consequently, N ., molecules lack most phage pro-
perties and exist intracellularly as multicopy circular plasmids
comprising 50-250 copies/cell. Each separate :, isolate contains
only from -3 tc 6 kilobase pairs of original information. How-
ever, NJ!''s often exist as dimers or higher multimers, consisting
entirely of direct or inverted aiii- tandem duplications (e.g.,
3'...ABCABC...5' or 3'...ABCC'1'A'...5', respectively, where
the primed letters represent -he necleotide sequence complements
of the corresponding unprimed letters), sometimes interspersed
by a unique DNA region (e.g., ?'...ABCDC'B'A'...5'). Based on
electron microscope heteroduplex analyses, Chow et al. (1974)
have hypothesized that Yb"s arise from a partially replicated
\ chromosome through recombinational events as depicted in Fig. 6.

In contrast to ,i.b deletion mutants, other I phage deletion mu-
tants lose only short stretches of DNA. Because of the minimum
DNA length requirements of I packaging, it is not surprisin,
that some deletion mutants often undergo partial genetic dupli-
cation which allows them to be packaged. Reiteration of some
of the sequences in a I phage deletion mutant dRes occur at a
relatively high frequency ( ,2xio - 4 phage derivdt*ives/cell after
a single phage growth cycle; Emmons et al. 1975) compared to
deletion formation. These duplication derivatives can easily be
selected by their increased density in cesium chloridc density
gradients, by the increased concentrati url u , 1' -ct, I r
by various genetic means (see Wlisbert and Adh%'a ',I "i. Du Ica-
tion occurs independetly of or ,. I odu cts, pos.;i 1'"
by an intramolecutar recombination ,vnt ntw dau } tar arosz
,)f a partially replicated mol cule or via int ,llMI. e 1 Il xcl.&
(Weisberg and Adhya 1977). Many re,(iions ,f tho qeno'ma, .vC
ben:I, duplicated and the tandem dir.ct ropeat BPC . .i ) I ) .
has been observed most of I cn. D[)1I ic at ion atit 'nts w t h dil ect
repeats are tenet Ical ly nst aIl) and asi I y ,t c ,d l ca se, tIC
reiterated seguente Can bt, lst by R,c- ,I- Rd-,r,, I re iL
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Fig. I. Models tor ,it) ormation. Phage double-strande i DNA is represented
by the two I: *" %-.: -' ' represent newly synthesized
DNA. Arbitrary DNA sequences U through Z and the complementary DNA sequences,
given in ccr * - j 7- ",o, are indicated. These illustrations are based on the
models for 'L,) formation proposed by Chow ot al. (1974). By this proposal

10 molecules are formed via scission immed1 rely within or just outside of
-he termini of the replication fork and subsequent t, -ml- ndependent recombi-
nation, resulting in the joining of parental to parental and progeny to pro-
geny phage strands. (a) Bidirectionally replicating I molecule. Breakage at
the points marked by ; 1! I and 3 would generate a small linear fragment
carrying the sequences U through Z. (b) JIv formation could involve ), 0-,-
independent recombination between the ends of this linear fragmPtent and cre-
ation of a small circular molecule containing unique DNA sequences. (c) Scis-
sion of the replicating N, shown in (a), at points 2 and 3 and subsequent
joining of the original phage strands between sequences U and U', and Z and
Z' would create a <,.Io comprising a tandem inverted duplication, Note that
single-strand interruptions may already exist at certain points [n the re-
plication fork due to the replication process, e.g., at points marked 1.
Though not shown, a dO comprising a tandem-inverted dimer with interposed
unique sequencus at one or both ends of the repeated sequence could be
generated by staggering the recombinational breakpoints at one or both ends
of the replication fork (for details see Chow et al. 1974)

nation between the homologous regions (Bellett et al. 1971).
Collectively, these data indicate that \ is involved in a series
of seemingly aberrant recombinational events which occur inde-
pendently of site-specific (i.e., ,'a ), Red-mediated, or
Rec-promoted recombination and that create specialized trans-
ducing viruses and internal phage sequence duplications, as well
as deletions in autonomous or integrated I and in adjacent bac-
terial sequences. As pointed out by Weisberg and Adhya (1977) in
their recent review of illegitimate recombination events, more
than one mechanism may be responsible for these aberrant exchanges
involving X. The various specialized and aberrant recombinational
events in which . phage are involved have been summarized in
Table 1. The molecular maps of wild type and various deriva-
tives as described above are included in the review of Szybalski
and Szybalski (1979).
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Albeit the bacteriophage X integration/excision system is the
best understood, other temperate bacterial viruses (e.g., 080,
434, 21, P2 and P22) are known to integrate via different spec-
ialized recombination systems at one or a few sites on the host
chromosome and also to participate in many aberrant chromosomal
rearrangements similar to those described above (Lewin 1977;
Luria et al. 1978; Susskind and Botstein 1978). Therefore, when
considering the causes of "illegitimate" recombinational events,
one must be cognizant of the seemingly large assortment of phage-
mediated specialized recombination systems and also of the types
of genetic rearrangements that are promoted by these systems.
Defective or non-inducible prophages or prophage remnants speci-
fying specialized recombination systems may play a large role
in bacterial macro-evolution. On the other hand, however, many
genomic rearrangements observed in X or other phages could be
mediated by recombinational processes encoded by the bacterial
host.

In contrast to the site-specific phage integration systems
exemplified by , the unique temperate phage Mu can insert
randomly into many chromosomal sites often causing detectable
insertion (e.g., auxotrophic) mutations. Furthermore, this
phage appears to be able to integrate into practically any
phage, plasmid, or bacterial chromosome and can promote a var-
iety of chromosomal reshufflings. Present knowledge of the Mu
specialized recombination system, which represents the opposite
end of the spectrum in recipient site specificity, is related in
Sect. III.

III. The Mutator Bacteriophage, Mu

The novel bacterial virus, Mu, behaves as a temperate phage
lysogenizing 5-10% of the cells which it infects or generating
50-100 infective virions per cell following the lytic cycle.
Unlike most temperate viruses which integrate at one or a few
specific host chromosomal sites, Mu can integrate at many, if
not all, chromosomal loci. Consequently, about 2% of the cells
lysogenized by Mu concomitantly acquire a new nutritional re-
quirement or other recognizable mutation (Taylor 1963). This
represents a frequency of mutation within a single gene of 50-
100-fold higher than the spontaneous frequency observed in the
absence of Mu. Both genetic and physical evidence indicates
that these mutagenic events occur by the i.-,A-independent,
linear insertion of Mu into the affected gene (reviewed by
Howe and Bade 1975). A series of studies on Mu integrated in-
to several 5. ,>,Z operons, mainly the lactose and tryptophan
regions, has resulted in the following generalizations: (1) Mu-
induced mutations are strongly polar, probably due to termina-
tion of transcription distal to the inserted phage (Jordan et
al. 1968; Toussaint 1969; Daniell and Abelson 1973); (2) the
mutations induced by Mu are extremely stable, with an apparent
reversion frequency of < 10-9-10 - 10 per viable cell (Taylor
1963; Jordan et al. 1968); (3) during lysogenization 10-15F of
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the integrating Mu phage concomitantly cause deletions in bac-
terial sequences (see Howe and Bade 1975; discussed later in
section on Mu-promoted deletions); (4) there do not appear to
be preferred sites for Mu insertion within a gene, indicating
that, if insertion is not absolutely random, the chromosomal
attachment/recognition receptor sequence must only be two to
three nucleotides long (discussed by Bukhari 1976; Couturier
1976); (5) non-transcribed genes or repressed operons are mu-
tated by Mu approximately five times more often than actively
transcribed DNA regions (see Howe and Bade 1975); (6) Mu phage
and prophage genomes are collinear, i.e., all Mu prophage ge-

nomes have the same gene order as that found for the linear
vegetative phage molecule (Howe and Bade 1975); and, finally,
(7) Mu can integrate in both possible orientations within a
Jiven c-ne (reviewed in Howe and Bade 1975).

In further contrast to the "-like integration/excision systems,
Mu prophage is not induced by ultraviolet light or other agents
known to induce prophaqe. Instead, exponent~ally growing cul-
tures of Mu lysogens generally contain 105-IO plaque-forming
units of spontaneously induced phage per milliliter, with some
evidence suggesting that prophage derepression is caused by
normal transcription of a Mu-infected DNA segment (Howe and
Bade 1975). Even though Mu prophage induction occurs spontane-
ously at a moderate level, in an apparent contradiction, re-
version to prototrophy is practically undetectable. Why? Howe
and Bade (1975) correctly reasoned that this low reversion fre-
quency might be because prophage are excised infrequently and/
or excision usually results in cell death. The isolation and
experimental use of temperature-sensitive Mu mutants, called
Mu!'_, which can be induced at 420 C to excise from the prophage
state and are probably affected in a prophage repressor gene,
have been instrumental in solving this problem. For example,
utilizing i'. ni' lysogenized in the K gene with a temperature-
inducible Mu mutant, Bukhari (1976) has isolated, upon Mu in-
duction, non-conditional phage mutants, called X, that are un-
able to replicate their DNA or express other lytic functions,
but which allow for Mu excision and subsequent 7w- gene expres-
sion. Precise excision of induced Mu,, -'.! prophage resulting
in Lac+ revertants occurs at a frequency of 10- 6, while impre-
cise excision occurs ten times more often and yields defective
revertants that remain LacZ- but which express the more opera-
tor-distal .u,.Y gene. Precise reversion of MuK, -. -induced bac-
terial mutations, although infrequent, demonstrates in these
instances that Mu is inserted without the alteration of any bac-
terial sequences adjacent to its insertion site and suggests
that integration/excision involves specific recognition of se-
quences at the Mu termini (Bukhari 1976). The recent isolation
of deletion mutants of Mu that have lost the terminal sequences
on one Mu end and which fail to lysogenize, lend support to the
concept of specific terminal recognition sequences (Bukhari
1976; Chow and Bukhari 1977). Phage genes A and/or B, which
are thought to be involved in integration and replication, res-
pectively, also appear to be required for other Mu-promoted re-
combinational events such as deletion formation and chromosomal
genetic inversion or translocation (Faclen et al. 1977, 1978;
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O'Day et al. 1978). Mu phage growth, following induction of a
thermoinducible lysogen or infection of E. coll cells with Mu,
appears to require the host dbirC replication initiation func-
tion, the host DNA elongation factor encoded by dn&;, and host
DNA polymerase III (Toissant and Faelen 1974). Aside from these
replication requirements, no bacterial genes have been identi-
fied that are absolutely required for the various Mu-promoted
recombinational events. However, some of the bacterial host mu-
tations that inhibit . integration also inhibit Mu induction
and growth, and probably these host genes code for common DNA
metabolic proteins that are necessary for a variety of proces-
ses (Kleckner 1977; Miller and Friedman 1977).

. 7 1 1 , 1v 1 *' , ::j :" 
-

Physical analysis of Mu phage DNA has revealed several unexpec-
ted complexities (see Fig. 7a and reviews by Howe and Bade 1975;
Bukhari 1976; Couturier 1976). Mu is packaged as a linear, double-
stranded DNA molecule of slightly variable size averaging 25 mega-
daltons (i.e., ,37,000 nucleotide base pairs or 37 kilobase
pairs). Since Mu DNA contains neither detectable cohesive ends
nor terminal redundancy, it lacks any obvious means to circu-
larize (Couturier 1976). DNA molecules released from Mu phage
that were isolated from a single plaque have been found to vary
in size from about 36-38 kilobase pairs (Martuscelli et al. 1971;
Daniell et al. 1973a,b) . When the phage DNA molecules originating
from a single plaque are completely denatured and allowed to re-
anneal, structures like those depicted in Fig. 7b and c are ob-
served. The resulting molecules are predominantly double-stranded
and generally contain variable length (0.5-3.2 kilobase pairs)
heterogeneous terminal sequences represented by the long single-
stranded (split) ends at one terminus (Fig. 7b,c). Short variable
length sequences of 100 base pair average size have been identi-
fied at the opposite Mu terminus more recently (see Chow and
Bukhari 1977). Additionally, some reannealed molecules contain
an internal 3.0 kilobase pair non-renaturable region (generally
termed a substitution bubble) called the G segment, which is
located at a constant position within these molecules and al-
ways proximal to the longer split ends. The cogent features of
Mu DNA that have emerged from various molecular and genetic ana-
lyses (see recent reviews: Bukhari 1976; Couturier 1976; Chow
and Bukhari 1977) have been summarized below and in Fig. 7a. The
heterogeneous terminal regions of Mu are comprised of seemingly
random bacterial sequences that differ among phage molecules.
The physical map of Mu has been divided into the (, G, and .
segments, as shown in Fig. 7a. Prophage immunity functions map
close to one end of Mu (now termed the immunity end) and lie
adjacent to the majority of known Mu genes, which are located
in the 31 kilobase pair segment. The 3.0 kilobase pair G seg-
ment frequently undergoes genetic inversion so that this region
is distinguished as an internal substitution bubble in some re-
annealed phage molecules (Fig. 7c). The remai ing 1600 base pairs
of actual Mu DNA, the :: segment, is situated immediately adjacen[
to the long heterogeneous terminal sequences, referred to as the
variable end (Chow and Bukhari 1977). Therefore, disregarding the
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heterogeneous termini, the actual phage DNA sequences in all Alu

molecules are identical barring only the inverted G segment in
some molecules.
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Electron microscope and DNA sequence analyses of plasmids or
phages harboring a Mu prophage have shown that none of the he-
terogeneous terminal sequences associated with autonomous Mu
molecules is inserted during integration (Hsu and Davidson 1974;
Allot 1978). It seems reasonable at this point to assume that
Mu somehow sheds its terminal host sequences prior to or during
integration. Randomly isolated MuX, -t prophage-mediated auxo-
trophs have been observed to revert to prototrophy, probably
by precise prophage excision, indicating that most Mu prophage
exist as point insertions (Bukhari 1976). Furthermore, since Mu
prophage and phage maps are collinear, this implies that inser-
tion requires the specific recombinational interaction between
the true Mu termini. One might logically hypothesize, then, that
the mechanism of Mu integration is similar to that of ' or P22,
except that the bacterial zttMu receptor sites are numerous and
the attachment/recognition sequences on Mu are located immediate-
ly adjacent to the heterogeneous host sequences present in mature
phage, as illustrated in Fig. 8. Unlike cohesive-ended . or ter-
minally redundant P22, however, Mu molecules have no obvious
physical means to circularize, a requirement for the chromosomal
integration of many phages and plasmids (Campbell 1976). As ex-
pected, infecting Mu molecules have never been observed to form
covalently sealed circles (Bukhari 1976). However, the predomi-
nant Mu form observed after infection sediments in neutral
sucrose gradients twice as fast as linear Mu monomers. This
faster sedimenting form might represent a Mu DNA-protein com-
plex, similar to that shown in Fig. 81, where a protein accompli-
shes the non-covalent fusion of the true Mu termini. Recent evi-
dence indicates that intracellular infecting Mu phage are assimi-
lated by the host very slowly, and that Mu integration appears
to require both Mu and bacterial DNA replication (Ljungquist et
al. 1979). Perhaps the infecting Mu molecule acts as a template
upon which only the true Mu phage sequences are replicated; this
newly replicated single- or double-stranded structure might form
short-lived covalently sealed circles or, possibly, undergo
fusion of the Mu termini through the assistance of a protein
(see Fig. 8B). Regardless of the exact intermediate, Mu inte-
gration apparently involves a specific recombinational exchange
between the Mu termini and the host receptor site, resulting in
linear Mu insertion, as illustrated in Fig. 8D. The gene i-en-
coded integration function and the terminal recognition sequences
are the only presently known phage functions or sites needed for
Mu integration and possibly excision (Bukhari 1975; Faelen et al.
1978; O'Day et al. 1978). Although infrequent, precise prophage
excision can be detected in induced Mu., .-. lysogens. Restora-
tion of the original host sequences at the receptor site might
involve essentially a reversal of the integration process, i.e.,
recognition of the Mu termini by phage-encodod functions (Fig.
8C,D). However, recent DNA sequence analyses have revealed that
a 5 base pair bacterial sequence at the insertion site is appa-
rently duplicated in direct order during insertion, so that a
5 base pair repeat sequence flanks the inserted phage (Allet
1979). Thus, reversion of a Mu prophage-induced mutant would
necessitate excision of one 5 base pair repeat plus the entire
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Fig. 8. Hypothetical illustration of precise integration and excision of Mu.
(A) Linear double-stranded Mu DNA molecule as packaged in the virion. The
heterogeneous bacterial DNA associated with each mature phage molecule is
represented by !q*fqg , 'ci, I. The true phage sequences a, ( and G, are
shown as c<U lCc., of different width. The Mu attachment/recognition se-
quences are indicated by the :io7 17.1 c<"c. (B) Presumptive inte-

gration intermediate structure in which the true ends (i.e., ;:. sites) of

Mu are brought within close proximity (enclosed within 1: 1! 2,,) , per-
haps by covalent linkage or via protein. The infecting Mu phage might under-
go replication only of its true Mu sequences (i.e., excluding the hetero-

geneous ends) and this newly replicated structure (single- or double-stran-
ded) could be the integration intermediate. (C) Portion of a bacterial, plas-
mid, or phage recipient chromosome, represented by an Yc'u .:. 

. 
(D)

Physical integration of Mu results in the linear insertion of only the true
, , and G segments of Mu into the recipient chromosome. Although Mu can
be inserted in either of two physical orientations, the prophage and vege-
tative phage maps are always collinear. Precise excision of Mu may simply
involve the reversal of the integration process (discussed in detail by
Bukhari 1976; Ljungquist et al. 1979; Couturier 1976) or may be mediated

by some Rec-independent bacterial recombination process, as described in
the text

prophage, an event that may be mediated by some bacterial pro-
cess which recognizes short, directly repeated sequences (see
Sect. C.V.). Relative to I phage specialized recombination, our
level of understanding of Mu integration/excision is very ele-
mentary. Furthermore, Mu phage induction constitutes a biologi-
cal paradox as described below.
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if only true Mu sequences ar-e chromosomally inserted during
prophage formation, the question arises, how do the phage par-
ticles isolated from an induced single Mu lysogen acquire many
different terminal host sequences? The observations that Mu-.-
prophage can be induced independently of host Rec-ability and
that Mu does not encode a general genetic exchange system (see
Howe and Bade 11)75) would load one to believe that the hetero-
geneous phage termini are gepnerat-ed during replication and/or
packaging, but not via recmsbination. Remember that in bacteria
lvsoi.n i ed by various other temperate viruses (e.g., 1, P22),
induceld irphale in virtuall t.very cell excise and replicate
as autonomous Uni ts. Howeve r, upon Mu., -,. prophage induction,
only one out o1 0r.' rv 9% cells appears to lose the prophage by
exact or inexact excision, as detected by mutant reversion or
loss o: polarity, although every prophage is seemingly induced.
Assuming that this situation closely mimics wild-type Mu in-
duction, then most induced Mu prophage do not excise from the
original inteqration site, yet they are replicated and give rise
to progeny phage, containing heterogeneous terminal sequences.
This is the Mu paradox! Apparently, an induced Mu prophage
generally replicates in situ at the original site of integra-
tion and transposes either single or double-stranded replicas
of itself to other chromosomal loci where they insert, probably
via the Mu integration system (Ljungquist and Bukhari 1977; see
Fig. IOb,d). The newly inserted prophage can continue the lytic
replication/transposition process giving rise to multiple lyso-
gens containing ten or more Mu prophages (Toussaint et al. 1977;
Ljungquist et al. 1979). in striking contrast to other temperate
phajcs' integration functions which are not utilized during lytic
growth, Mu integration functions (e.g., gene A) are necessarily
expressed during productive lytic growth (Bukhari 1976).

Completion of the unique Mu lytic cycle encompasses encapsulation
of mature phage, cell death, and virion release (Howe and Bade
1975). Compelling evidence indicates that Mu is packaged by a
headful mechanism with encapsulation beginning at the phage im-
munity end. It is not currently known if the mature phages are
excised and packaged directly from the host chromosome, from the
large supertwisted circular molecules of varied sizes comprised
of both Mu and host DNA that have been observed during lytic
growth (see legend Fig. 10k), or in some alternate manner (Buk-
hari 1976, 1977; Waggoner et al. 1977). However, the packaging
enzyme responsible for generating the immunity end of mature Mu
molecules apparently recognizes a specific Mu site, but cleaves
at a variable distance from the recognition site, averaging about
100 nucleotides into the adjacent host sequences (similar to the
action of Type I restriction endonucleases). Beginning with the
immunity end of Mu, the entire phage is packaged along with 500-
3200 base pairs of adjacent bacterial DNA which is attached to
the opposite Mu terminus. Recent experiments have shown that Mu
phages containing sizable internal deletions or additions are
packaged with longer or shorter stretches, respectively, of bac-
terial DNA attached to the ; end of the phage molecules (Chow
and Bukhari 1977; Chow et al. 1977). Therefore, the heterogeneous
Mu termini seemingly result from the encapsulation of Mu mole-
cules that are inserted within many different host sequences.
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The G segment of Mu has the remarkable and somewhat perplexing
ability to undergo ,,_.4-independent inversion. This relatively
high frequency inversion event is thought to occur by recombi-
nation between short inverted repeat DNA sequences (, 20 base
pairs in length) found at the ends of the G region (Hsu and
Davidson 1974; Chow and Bukhari 1977). The importance of these
events is just being realized. Recently, a Mu gene (termed .;';,
for G inversion) that controls G inversion and which probably
encodes a recombinational enzyme has been mapped in the :, seg-
ment (Chow et al. 1977). Further studies have shown that in
monolysogens a Mu prophage with either G orientation ap-
pears to be produced equally well upon induction, but that only
mature phage containing G in one specific orientation, the lytic
orientation, can successfully infect similar bacterial hosts
(Kamp et al. 1978). Several lines of evidence uggest that phage-
coat borne adsorption functions, encoded by genes and '7 which
are located on the G segment, are not expressed when G is in the
opposite orientation and, thus, resulting phage can not adsorb
to similar host cells. However, Howe (1978) has intuitively noted
that there may be two sets of adsorption functions on the G seg-
ment, each on opposite DNA strands and each of which express dif-
ferent adsorption proteins. Thus, G segment inversion may act as
an on-off switch controlling phage viability, as supported by
present data, or G inversion may change the host range of Mu.

It is very noteworthy that phages D108, P1, and P7 contain an
invertible sequence that is virtually identical, by heteroduplex
analysis, to the Mu G segment (Hull et al. 1978; Kamp et al.
1978, 1979). P1 and P7 are similar temperate viruses, which are
circularly permuted and terminally repetitious, that exist as
plasmids in the prophage state and, in most respects, aro very
different from Mu. Moreover, in P1 and P7 the G segment is bor-
dered by larger (620 base pair) inverted repeat sequences (Chow
et al. 1978b). However, G segments in Mu 7!',:- phages can be in-
verted in the presence of P1 phage, demonstrating functional
relatedness between these inversion systems (Chow and Bukhari
1977). The lack of homology between Mu and P1 or P7 suggests
that these invertible G segments are capable of independent
translocation from one molecule to another and may have arisen
in these diverse systems by such an event (see Howe 1978). More
important thant origin, what is the significance of genetic
inversion to the phage or host bacterium? Recently, Zeig et al.
(1978) have reported an inversion event that controls the alter-
nating but exclusive expression of one of two flagellar antigenic
types in ,':,, ' '. In conjunction with these data, G inversions
in phage demonstrate that inversion of DNA segments is a general
mechanism, at least in bacteria and their viruses, for the con-
trol of gene expression (mechanism discussed in Sect. C).

As discussed above and outlined in Table 2, Mu phages participate
in what appears to be a variety of specialized recombination
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Fable 2. Specialized recombination events involving Mu phage

Type of event Functions and sites Physical state of phage
Required Not required Initial Final

Phage MuA, art Mufr Infecting auto- Prophage in either

integration sites nomous phage orientation at any
with random site of a recipient

(host re- bacterial se- genome. The random
plication host reoA, quences at its bacterial sequences
func- recB, recC, terminal attached to mature
tions)a reeF Mu are lost upon

integration

Phage Mu A, B, - Replicating Multiple prophaqes
transposition att sites prophage with Mu in either

orientation at two

host ,ocA or more chromosomal
loci

Precise Mu A Mu . (Autonomous phage
prophaqe Prophage without hetero-

excision ? host(i,,A), geneous termini)

Imprecise Mu A Mu
prophage (Mu pack- Prophage Autonomous phage
excision aging with heterogeneous

enzymes) termini

Host(re.A)

G segment Mu git, - Prophage with
inversion specific G segment in

G seg- either orien- Unaltered
ment tation; orien-
termini tation of G

host ccA, regulates
-rcd, recC phage viability

Mu-promoted
chromosomal Mu A, Mu R Prophage or Prophage
deletion att sites infecting

phage

host reA

Mu-promoted Mu A or Prophage or Two prophages,
chromosomal jin infecting separated by the
inversion att or G - phage inverted DNA seg-

segment ment, that are in
termini opposing orienta-

tions or that have
host rocA G segments in op-

posing orienta-
tions
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Final state of recipient chromo- Frequency References
some

Insertion mutation, i.e., 1-10% of the cell Howe and Bade (1975)
the Mu prophage survivors of a Couturier (1976)

single cycle of O'Day et al. (1978)
Mu infection are Ljungquist et al. (1979)

lysogens

Multiple lysogen Occurs apparently Toussaint and Faelen

for all prophages (1974)
following induc- Bukhari (1976)
tion Faelen et al. (1978)

Original host sequences Detected only upon Bukhari (1975, 1976)
restored upon prophage induction of Mu X, Couturier (1976)
excision ctm mutants at IC

-8

Chromosomal deletion; entire Detected only Bukhari (1975, 1976)
prophage and adjacent bacterial upon induction of Couturier (1976)
sequences are deleted together Mu X, ctc m~tants Toussaint et al. (1977)

at 10 -7-10
-

events/cell

Unaltered 50% of the Mu re- Daniell et al. (1973b,
leased from an in- Howe and Bade (1975)

duced Mu cto lyso- Kamp et al. (1978,
gen have G segment 1979)
inverted

Lysogenic and containing dele- 10-15% of Mu lyso- Howe and Bade (1975)
tions of host sequences that were gens contain ad- Toussaint et al. (1977)
originally adjacent to prophage jacent deletions Faelen et al. (1978)
insertion site

The inverted host DNA is flanked 10
- 4 

events/cell Faelen et al. (197R)
on each side by a Mu prophage in induced Mu X Toussaint (personal

lysogen communicat ion)
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Table 2 (continued)

Type of event Functions and sites Physical state of phage
Required Not required Initial Final

Mu-promoted Mu A, att Mu B Infecting phage, Two prophages

integration sites or prophage, in with same orien-
of circular the host or tation, flanking
DNA Circular host recA plasmid chromo- the inserted DNA

DNA mole- some
cule

Mu-promoted Mu A, B - Prophage or Two prophages
transposition aQtt sites infecting with same orien-
of chromosomal phage tations, flanking
DNA host recA the transposed

sequences

Internal ? ? Prophage Prophage con-

Mu deletion taining internal
? ? deletions of up

to 78% of Mu se-
quences. Resulting
-iage can be de-
fective or viable

Functions or sites required or non-essential for these events are listed with
the Mu functions/sites above the host functions/sites for each type of event.

Although not required, Mu B increases the frequency of phage integration
(Toussaint, personal communication)

Information shown in parentheses is conjectural

itt = specific Mu termini

ahost B:aA is not required, but host ?naB, h~aC and P are required for Mu

replication, which may preceed some of the above events
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Final state of recipient chromo- Frequency References
some

Infecting phages promote plasmid 10
- 4 

events/cell Howe and Bade (1975)
integration at random chromosomal in induced Mu X, Faelen et al. (1975)
loci. In induced Mu lysogen, the ,!to lysogens Toussaint et al. (3977)
plasmid is integrated at the ori- Faelen et al. (197F)
ginal prophage site

Transposed sequence flanked by For any given Toussaint et al. (1977)
2 prophages and inserted into gene, 2.10

-4  
Faelen et al. (1978)

a new chromosomal locus events/cell in
induced Mu t'

lysogen

Unaltered Chow et al. (1977)
Faelen et al. (1978)
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events. Mu phage can insert as a discrete unit in either of two
physical orientations within practically any locus, be it on a
plasmid, phage or bacterial chromosome. However, due to the in
situ replication/transposition lytic process characteristic of
induced Mu cts prophages, reversion of Mu-induced mutations oc-
curs only infrequently. Be that as it may, both precise and im-
precise excision of Mu X prophages have been detected and these
events require at least Mu gene A function (Bukhari 1975; 1977;
Toussaint, personal communication). Also, phage viability or
host range is controlled by the orientation of the internal in-
vertible G segment relative to the surrounding Mu sequences. Mu
integration/transposition and G loop inversion events are media-
ted by specialized recombinational processes that are encoded by
Mu. Mu prophage excision involves an as yet uncharacterized re-
combination event which appears to be enhanced by the presence
of z-_.4 protein (Bukhari 1975).

As a consequence of the ability of Mu phage to replicate in situ
and continuously transpose to different chromosomal sites during
lytic growth, Mu causes a variety of aberrant host chromosomal
rearrangements that ordinarily do not occur or which are detected
at a much lower frequency in the absence of Mu (Toussaint et al.
1977, see Table 2). These events, all of which can occur in the
absence of host Rec ability, include host chromosomal deletions,
transpositions, and inversions, as well as the Mu-mediated chromo-
somal integration of autonomous circular DNA, Though the specific
molecular mechanisms involved are not known, Mu gene :' function
together with the terminal Mu recognition/attachment sites are re-
quired to promote all of these events except Mu-mediated trans-
position of host sequences which apparently also requires the
"replication" function specified by Mu gene 5 (Faelen et al.
1978; O'Day et al. 1978). Furthermore, besides these and possibly
other Mu-encoded proteins, the Mu genome is a direct physical
participant in both host Rec-independent and Rec-dependent chro-
mosomal alterations. In addition to mediating host chromosomal
rearrangements, Mu phage can undergo internal deletions entirely
within the phage genome (Chow et al. 1977; Faelen et al. 1978).
Therefore, besides promoting phage inteqration/transposition
events, the Mu-mediated specialized recombination system(s) is
involved in mediating macro-evolutionary chromosomal alterations,
as described below and illustrated in Figures 9 and 10.

;1),* '. ".. Mu-promoted host chromosomal deletions can be gen-
crated by different mechanisms (see Table 2). Imprecise prophage
excision results in the deletion of host sequences at the host
chromosomal insertion site of Mu. This inexact excision of Mu
prophages occurs at a re]atively low spontaneous frequency
(10-7-10 - 5 events/cell) in a lvsoqenic bacterial population and
involves the removal of the Mu DNA accompanied by some adjacent
bacterial DNA sequences, frequently from both sides of the pro-
phage insertion site (13ukhari 1976; Toussaint et al. 1977). Since
there are 105-106 viable phlagq per milliliter of an exponentially
growing , non-induced culture of a Mu lvsoqen (Howe and Bade 1975)
there must be a constant low level spontaneous induction of phaqo
functions. Though ent i rely speculative, inexact Mu prophage ex-
cision may some t inecs in Vi ye the premature packaging of chrome-
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Fig. 9. Simplified hyjothetical scheme for Mu-promoted deletion of host

chromosomal DNA. (a) The ti".6: [ I ; ,eoo7 7":oc represents a portion of
a double-stranded bacterial chromosome which contains a Mu prophage, de-
picted by the ,;em . Several hypothetical host genes are denoted
alphabetically and the Mu prophage is inserted between host genes D and E.
Many Mu-promoted host DNA deletions apparently occur from either Mu prophage
terminus to random points within the adjacent chromosomal DNA and the pro-
phage always remains intact. These Mu-mediated deletions might result from
a recombinational exchange between either Mu terminus and nearby host se-
quences. (b) Deletion of host genes E and F could result from a reciprocal
genetic exchange between a Mu terminus and a chromosomal site situated be-
tween genes F and G. c) The resulting chromosome would contain a deletion
ot some host sequences irutiediately adjacent to one prophage terminus. The
deleted material might exist as a non-replicating small circle which would
le diluted out ot the cell population during growth. Although this scheme
allows one to conceptualize how M might mediate deletion formation, the
more sophisticated model illustrated in Fig. 10 (b,h,k and 1) is a more
probable mechanism for this reaction.
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somally linked prophage with concomitant closure of the host
chromosome.

In contrast to these low frequency deletion events, Mu can pro-
mote deletions at much higher frequencies both during lysogeni-
zation or following partial induction of a thermoinducible pro-
phage. Normally, during lysogenization about 15% of the inserted
Mu prophage cause host chromosomal deletions that occur immedia-
tely adjacent to the prophage (see Howe and Bade 1975). Similar-
ly, some of the survivors of partial induction of a Mu.!-t lyso-
gen have been found to contain deletions of host sequences to
either side of the prophage. In these instances, the prophage
always remains intact and the deleted sequences span from either
prophage end to a seemingly random point on the host chromosome.
These recombinational events require the physical presence of a
Mu prophage and can occur in the absence of host general recom-
bination. It is probable that these latter events involve a com-
mon mechanism in which a Mu prophage(s) somehow undergoes an ex-
change between a Mu terminus and some nearby bacterial DNA se-
quence (Howe and Bade 1975; Toussaint et al. 1977). The mechanism
of this deletion formation has not been elucidated. However, the
simple reciprocal exchange between one Mu terminus and some ad-
jacent bacterial, sequences as illustrated in Fig. 9b,c offers,
at least, a visual conception of this event. A less simple scheme
proposed by Faelen and Toussaint (1976) is more likely to direct
the deletions described above (see Fig. 10b,h,k,l). Their propo-

(L~q 2ud t,, Fig. '.c tnd

It is important to note that although the above events do not require parti-
cipation of the host Rec system, deletion formation can nevertheless ocnur
between nearby Mu prophage via host chromosome-mediated general recobiin,tion.
(-I,e) Partial induction of a Mu monolysogen could result in the formation u,
a dilysolen. (f) Recombinational crossover between the nearby prophages could
occur at any point along the paired Mu genomes. (g) In this example, Ceneral
recombination between the identically-oriented, paired, nearby prophage re-
sulted in the same chromosomal product as shown in (c). However, the deleted
material now consists of all of the host DNA sequences initially located be-
tween the prophages (i.e., host genes E and F) as well as one entire Mu qe-
n( )me.

As shown ir dIiagrams (I) to (f) , the Rec-dependent integration of circular
DNA int thi- chio0:1s5 .e can occur if both circular DNA's contain a Mu pin-
pli a,. Though n(t shown, 3i lefed host sequences like those depicted in stel
(a) could bi- oinsertod at a new chromosomal prophage locus, an event that
w*ld const itoi, site-speci ic, Rec-dependent translocition of host DNA.
Th'11 111-Snle:It iI t (r,ition occurs by the apparent reversal of the d-
1,.iont p1-cons 1nd RSu-lope:dent t unss osition encompasses a deletion event

- I lowe] 1)p ci, et i , I the Ioletc-d sequeices it a new chromos mal
I- us.

fmprec is(- pr,, inhr x( (1i 1 *n ifh-wT, 11)OV() cL',1 alSO 110 t eein
Or ,d idJcA'nt h,st sogoene ,: ,ier't Iy i -i bith sides otf the ni.,pliage in-
sert ion site. In c t krt ti tie- llb-, ,veilt s , the plolph'te is always re-
moved during inexct 'xci i, t. Alth i-i{ h iit i ely ape-lot i, the ibnn:ct
excision mly involve1 hl -Ip ]tv ll :ikd il o

-
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Fig. 10. Mu-mediatedl aberrant chromosomal rearrangements. Bac:t,,riI] or il
mi.4 single-stranded DNA sequences are represented by ;, : : : "'..
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<zj + with enclosed :; +] 'i' indicate newly synthosized bicteri.i] ,i

phage DNA strands, respectively. Bacterial (jenos A, [R, C and D, shown or' oric-
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(Legend to Fig. 10 continued)

DNA strand, and the complementary sequences (A', etc.) are labeled with m9-
>0, s'S o'o to indicate the initial sequences of the unreplicated parental
molecule. Similarly marked are the specific Mu termini at the immunity and
variable ends, which have been labeled rn and z, respectively, in keeping
with the terminology of Faelen and Toussaint (1976). As described below,
most chromosomal rearrangements promoted by Mu can be explained on the basis
of in situ prophage duplication coupled with subsequent prophage recombina-
tion events. The hypothetical scheme illustrated here is an adaptation and
extension of the models previously proposed by Faelen and Toussaint (1976)
and Toussaint et al. (19,7). (a) A portion of bacterial chromosomal double-
stranded DNA with a Mu prophage inserted between bacterial genes B and C.
(b) During chromosome replication the segment carrying the prophage can be
duplicated, giving rise to two prophages in opposite arms of the replication
fork. Newly replicated Mu DNA appears to be the "active" form upon which the
Mu integration function can act and these recombinationally active forms
of Mu are denoted with an aotersh%. Perhaps during growth, Mu DNA is speci-
fically modified (e.g., by nucleotide methylation) at some point in both

strands and the modified Mu cannot be attacked at the specific termini by
the Mu integration enzyme. However, following semi-conservative replication
of a Mu prophage, the integration enzyme might be able to recognize and act
upon the termini of Mu that are modified in only one strand.

The prophages in (b) are depicted as having been replicated during normal
chromosome duplication. Host-determined replication is sufficient to create
recombinationally active prophages that can promote most genomic rearrange-
ments. Completion of a round of replication would generate two daughter
molecules, each containing prophages in the same location. In addition to
Mu being replicated along with the host genome, specific Mu-determined pro-
phage replication can not only occur, but is required for Mu-mediated trans-
position of host DNA. (c) Mu-specified replication of the Mu prophage would
generate recombinationally active Mu prophage, which could also cause the
same chromosomal rearrangements as shown in the following steps. However,

the structures shown in (b) and (h) more easily convey a picture of the
"recombinationally active", newly replicated, daughter Mu prophages. (d)
This example illustrates the specific translocation of the lower prophage,
Mu2, shown in (b) to a point outside of the replication fork. Mu transposi-
tion might occur, as shown, by the recombination of the Mu2 termini with a
DNA sequence to the left of gene A. Although Mu could be inserted in either

orientation, I have chosen to show a direct transposition. (e) Following
either degradation of the replication fork from which Mu2 was deleted or
completion of a round of replication, the chromosome would be dilysogenic
with both prophages in the same physical orientation as depicted by the
;ior ' orIOS. It is important to recognize that recombinational activa-
tion of the Mu termini apparently accompanies prophage replication. However,

Mu transposition rarely causes a reversion of the original Mu insertional
mutation, evidently because only one daughter prophage is commonly trans-

posed. Alternatively, transposition may occur by single-strand exchance
and always leaves Mu at the original site. (f) In addition to the transposi-
tion event shown in (d), precise prophage excision might result from the
subsequent transposition of the upper prophage, Mu1 (also shown in d) to
some other chromosomal site. In this case, Mu is transposed in inverted

orientation, rightward to a point adjacent to the replication fork. Upon

dissolution of one strand of the replication fork or completion of host
genome replication, the chromosome would be dilysogenic with the two pro-
phages in opposite orientations f). As a consequence of precise prophage
exCision, the host sequences at the initial prophage insertion site, as
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(Legend to Fig. 10 continued)
shown in (a), are restored. (g) Host sequences flanked by nearby prophages
in physical apposition, as shown in (f), are substrates for inversion. This
diagram illustrates the product of an inversion which occurred between the
outer termini of the prophages. Inversion of the enclosed host and phage
sequences has also been observed between the oppositely oriented G segments
of two identically oriented, nearby prophages (Faelen et al. 1977; not shown).

"Active" Mu termini, although attached to random bacterial DNA during inte-
gration or transposition, can insert into virtually any chromosomal locus
(see Fig. 8). Because of the proximity to each other of the newly duplicated
prophages shown in (b), the integration enzyme complex may recognize the 'U

end of one prophage together with the ,! terminus of the opposite prophage,
and recombine these opposing ends as shown in the following steps. (h) This

schematic shows the interacting opposite ends of the two prophages in a
"fused" state, ready to recombine with any DNA sequence. In order to empha-
size the interacting ends of the opposing prophages, one end of each pro-
phage is illustrated as being disconnectec from its corresponding arm of
the replication fork. However, the interaction of the two opposing prophages
may not initially require such disconnections. Toussaint, Faelen and co-
workers have ingeniously deduced that "fused", newly replicated prophages,
as shown in (h), can react with circular DNA to promote its insertion or
can cause the deletion of adjacent host bacterial sequences (Faelen and
Toussaint 1975; Toussaint et al. 1977). (i) A covalently closed, circular
double-stranded DNA molecule, such as Vlgal or a bacterial plasmid, is re-
presented by the squigg Zeo' Zne. (j) Linear insertion of the circular DNA
in any permutation would occur by recombination between the "fused" prophage
termini, shown in (h), and the circular DNA. The resulting chromosomal in-
sertion would occur at the original prophage insertion site on the host
chromosome and the inserted DNA would be flanked by identically-oriented
Mu prophages. Note that similarly oriented, nearby prophages are susceptible
to host Rec-dependent recombination and could result in deletion of one
phage and the interposed host sequences, as shown in Fig. 9g. Instead of
recombining with an autonomous circle, if the "fused" prophage termini (h)
had recombined with some nearby chromosomal sequence, a site-specific de-
letion would be generated. (k,l) Recombination between bacterial sequences
Co and Do would result in the deletion of a circle (k) containing one pro-
phage, Mul, and the DNA sequences immediately surrounding Co . Similar circu-
lar molecules have been observed following Mu prophage induction and may be
the structures from which mature phage containing heterogeneous termini are
obtained for virion packaging. Following the deletion of Mu1 and bacterial
gene C. (h), chromosomal circularity would be reestabli-hed by the joining
of Mu2 to a point close to the sequences labeled DO (i). Exonucleolytic

degradation of the -(Ao-Bo)- and -(Co'-Do')- arms of the replication fork
(h) would result in a bacterial chromosome containing a deletion of host
sequences occurring immediately adjacent to the remaining prophage, as
shown in (1). Though not shown, recombination between the "fused" Mu termini
(h) and a point outside of the replication fork would generate circles with
tails, similar to those observed following prophage induction (Toussaint et
al. (1977).

Transposition of host sequences might require two of the above described
recombination events. First, newly replicated prophages could cause the
deletion of a circle comprised of one prophage and some adjacent host se-
quences, as shown in (k) and (1). Secondly, specific Mu-determined repli-
cation of the prophaqe in this circle would generate a Mu-Mu structure sim-
ilar to that depicted in (c). "Fusion" of the 'U and u; termini of opposite
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(Zegend to Fig. 10 continued)

prophages and recombination with the host chromosome it iny locus would
result in the transposition of bacterial sequences. 'he transposed sequences
would be flanked by identically-oriented Mu prophaqes lust as shown in (j)

sal takes into account the currently known properties of Mu, es-
pecially its ability to integrate randomly, and the fact that Mu-
mediated deletions do not require the Mu . "replication" function.
Simply stated, host chromosome-determined replication of a pro-
phage would generate two prophages on daughter arms of the repli-
cation fork, as shown in Fig. lOb. "Fusion" of these prophages
into a structure resembling a directly repeated tandem Mu dimer
would generate a "recombinationally active site", the adjacent
Mu termini (see Fig. 1Oh) . This "active site" could recombine
with any nearby host chromosomal sequence, always resulting in
the deletion of ono Mu genome plus some adjacent host DNA and
leaving one intact Mu prophage at the site of the deleted se-
quences (see Fig. lOk,l).

All of the above deletion events can occur via specialized re-
combination. However, it is very important to emphasize that
due to the relatively large size of Mu DNA, host Rec-dependent
exchange between Mu prophage can also generate host chromosomal
deletions (Faelen et al. 1977). Spontaneous induction of a Mu
prophage could generate identically oriented , nearby prophage
which flank some host genomic sequences (see Fig. 91). Rec-de-
pendent random genetic exchange between paired, nearby prophage
genomes (Fig. 9f) would result, like the phage termini-specific
exchange described in Fig. 1Ok,l, in the deletion of one Mu ge-
nome and any interposed bacterial sequences (see Fig. 9g). Thus,
the integration via specialized recombination of two or more Mu
into nearby regions of the bacterial chromosome results in the
prerequisites (i.e., large homologous DNA regions) for Rec-de-
pendent recombination. In other words, specific DNA segments like
Mu phage or transposons (see later section) which are recognized
and exchanged by specialized recombination enzymes can also be
substrates for homologous recombination systems.

Aside from mediating deletions in recipient chromosomes, Mu pro-
phages have been observed to undergo internal deletions of Mu
sequences. Recently, Faelen et al. (1978) have isolated, by ther-
mal induction of Mu ". lysogens, mini-Mu mutants which contain
large internal deletions of up to 78% of the Mu genome. These
mini-Mu phage still carry the Mu terminal recognition/attachment
sequences and can be propagated in the presence of heler phage.
Furthermore, when induced these mini-Mu phage can transpose and
promote chromosomal rearrangements. Another thermoinducible Mu
lysogen, from which non-defective internal deletion mutants have
been obtained, contains an unusual 2.6 kb insertion, which has
been identified as insertion sequence elements IS and IS; (Chow
and Broker 1978). Although the specific mechanism of Mu phaqe
internal deletion formation is not known, all such deletion mu-
tants, to date, have been found to contain insertion sequence
elements that may be responsible for these deletion events (see
Sect. IV.2.b.) . The involvement of Mu genes in the formation of
these internal deletions is presently unknown (Chow et al. 1q77).
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rJ) r:.,J o:: , "t .VA,. Host chromosomal integration of cir-
cular DNA molecules, such as Ap' or bacterial plasmids, can be
mediated by Mu (Faelen et al. 1975; Howe and Bade 1975; Toussaint
et al. 1977). This process, outlined in Table 2, can occur inde-
pendently of host Rec ability, but requires Mu gene , function,
as well as the physical participation of the Mu genome itself.
Mu-mediated integration occurs at frequencies as high as one per
104 Mu 'tJ phage in an induced population of monolysogens. The
product is always the linear insertion within the recipient chro-
mosome of the circular DNA molecule flanked on each side by one
entire Mu genome, with both flanking prophages in the same orien-
tation (Faelen et al. 1978). Considering that induced Mu <t3, 9-
(non-self-replicating) monolysogens have been observed to pro-
mote the integration of circular DNA (Faelen et al. 1975), how
is the resultant second flanking prophage synthesized? Faelen
et al. (1975) have proposed that two daughter Mu prophages,
formed by normal chromosome replication of a preexisting pro-
phage, can interact with one another to promote the integration
of circular DNA, as illustrated in Fig. IOb,h-j. When integration
is promoted by an induced Mu prophage in a monolysogen, the re-
sulting "Mu-inserted DNA-Mu" chromosomal complex is always lo-
cated at the original prophage insertion site. In contrast, in-
fecting Mu phage can mediate the linear insertion of circular
DNA into virtually any chromosomal site. However, in both cases
the integrated DNA is inserted with any circular permutation.
Although not described in Fig. 10, the above chromosomal inte-
gration event could also be mediated by a plasmid-borne Mu pro-
phage. In this case, however, the duplicated daughter prophages,
formed during plasmid replication, would promote the insertion
of the plasmid with only one permutation into any host chromo-
somal locus.

Though Mu-mediated integration of circular DNA may occur by the
process described in Fig. 10, an alternative mechanism has been
proposed. Faelen and Toussaint (1976) previously theorized that
infecting Mu phage might somehow dimerize by the fusion of two
vegetative phage genomes. The resulting directly-repeated, tan-
dem, Mu, circular dimer would contain two sets of hyperactive,
fused Mu termini which could mediate the co-integration of two
circles at random points. Finally, one should be cognizant of
the fact that if both the bacter~al chromosome and any circular
DNA molecule simultaneously carry Mu prophages, Rec-dependent
recombination between the paired prophages can promote chromo-
somal integration of the circular DNA (see Fig. 9q and legend).

') I;-,v<H !'!'rmrp~m>I<mc. Mu phage has the remarkable ability
to mediate the transposition of any DNA segment from one loca-
tion to another on the same or a different molecule (see Table 2).
Either an induced lysogen or an infecting phage can effect
transposition of a chromosomal segment. The frequency of trans-
position for any specific chromosomal gene can be as high as
2 x 104 events/induced Mu lysogen (Faelen and Toussaint 1976).
Assuming that the P'. :Oli genome comprises about 3000 genes, then
in an induced, Mu-lysogenic population a phenomenal one out of
every two cells should contain a transposed DNA sequence. The
end product is identical to that obtained in Mu-mediated plasmid
integration, i.e., the transposed DNA segment is flanked by two
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Mu prophages in the same orientation. Additional evidence indi-
cates that: only closely linked markers are cotransposed; all
genes situated between two cotransposed genes are simultaneously
cotransposed; the cotransposition frequency of an unselected
marker is related to its distance from the selected marker; and
transposition of segments as large as 3.5 min of the E. 2,oZi
chromosome or approximately 90 megadaltons (135 kilobase pairs)
has been detected (Faelen and Toussaint 1976). Although trans-
position events, for all practical purposes, would be undetect-
able within a single cell, transposition of chromosomal genes
has been readily assessed in cells carrying the F plasmid. Fol-
lowing induction of a cell population lysogenic for Mu o s, var-
ious segments of the host chromosome are transposed onto the F

plasmid. Specific transposed genes can then be detected after
conjugal plasmid transfer to suitably marked recipient cells.
Unlike most other Mu-mediated specialized recombinational events
which require only Mu A function in addition to the specific Mu
termini, transposition of host sequences also requires the Mu
gene B (presumptive replication) function.

Albeit the exact mechanism of Mu-mediated transposition has not
been elucidated, Toussaint et al. (1977) have developed a model
to explain this process. Accordingly, Mu-mediated transposition
of host sequences is a two step recombinational process. Initial-
ly, newly replicated prophages interact, as shown in Fig. Ih,
and promote the deletion of a circle composed of one prophage
and some adjacent host sequences (see Fig. lOk,l). Subsequently,
specific Mu-determined replication of the prophage in this circle
(Fig. 10k) would generate a forked Mu-Mu structure similar to
that illustrated in Fig. 1Oc. The second recombinational event
would entail "fusion" of one -, and one < terminus, each from op-
posite daughter prophages on the plasmid, and reciprocal genetic
exchange of this recombinationally active site (i.e., the adja-
cent Mu termini) with the host chromosome at any locus. This
process would result in the integration of the entire circle in-
to the chromosome. The resulting transposed bacterial sequences
would be flanked by identically oriented Mu prophages just as
shown in Fig. 10j. Although newly transposed or integrated
DNA segments are hereditarily stable in a Rec-deficient host,
it is interesting to note that because of the large size of
the flanking homologous Mu genomes, these insertions are
deleted at a frequency of about 1% from Rec+ hosts (Faelen
et al. 1975; see Fig. 9e-g). In the absence of Mu specialized
recombination systems, the host general recombination system
may potentiate Mu-mediated transposition as described in the
legend to Fig. 9. In contrast to specific transposition of the
Mu genome that occurs following Mu induction and in which one
Mu prophage generally remains at the original insertion site
(Fig. 10d,e), Mu-mediated transposition of host DNA appears to
involve the absolute deletion of host sequences from one area
of the chromosome followed by their insertion into a different
chromosomal locus. However, current evidence does not eliminate
other explanations. Transposition of bacterial sequences that
are flanked by directly repeated Mu prophages might occasionally
involve recognition of the opposite ends of these prophages so
that the recombinational exchange would mimic that observed in
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specific Mu phage transposition in which one copy of the trans-
posed segment always remains at the initial site.

DNA sequence transposition, in general, allows for the movement
of relatively large, complex DNA segments to other chromosomal
sites, sometimes placing them under different genetic regulatory
controls. Also, transposition of large DNA segments to plasmid
or phage vectors can promote rapid intercellular dissemination
of hereditary information. Fusion of various genes to novel ge-
netic promotors (Casadaban et al. 1977) and the in vivo cloning
of a gene via Mu-mediated transposition onto a plasmid (Denarie
et al. 1977; Faelen et al. 1977) have been successfully employed
in recent genetic studies.

d) , t-vedated ! I).N <Cf. Mu can mediate the inversion of ad-
jacent chromosomal DNA sequences by two different mechanisms.
Inversion in an induced Mu X lysogen occurs at a frequency of
10- 4 , requires Mu gene A product, and the inverted chromosomal
sequence is usually flanked by two Mu prophages in opposite
orientations (Toussaint, pers. commun.; Faelen et al. 1978;
depicted in Fig. 10f,g). The prophages observed on both sides
of the inverted host DNA sequence may not be a prerequisite
for inversion, but may in some way be a consequence of the in-
version process, as is the case for Mu-mediated insertion or
transposition. Also, in addition to promoting G loop inversion,
the Mu gi? function can apparently promote inversion of all
host and phage sequences located between two opposing G seg-
ments in nearby prophages (Faelen et al. 1977).

C. EffOct of !u o1 Raalerial. 1'olut"o2

Temperate bacterial viruses are usually limited in host range
to one or two genera because of limited bacterial species carry-
ing the proper cellular surface receptors and/or the inability
of the phage, once injected, to lysogenize or replicate. Though
Mu will infect E. roi K-12, Ctrobaztcr f cudz7, Sbz>.' 1l Jsomtoroc,
and some strains of KcbsiclZa p enmoniac, Mu phage do not form
plaques on F. ?oli C, B, S, or W, SaZric,)u tirh: ,uW:i": or other
related enterobacteria. However, following integration of Mu in-
to the conjugally promiscuous RP4 plasmid, this plasmid has been
successfully employed to introduce Mu via conjugation into many
diffezent hosts. Recently, Mu has been observed to replicate,
to lysogenize, and to promote chromosomal rearrangements in many
diverse gram-negative bacteria which are not ordinarily suscep-
tible to Mu infection (Denarie et al. 1977).

Temperate viruses that can physically integrate into the host
chromosome are apparently each recognized by a specialized re-
combination system. Following virus integration as discrete DNA
units at one (e.g., ), a limited number of (e.g., P22), or many
(e.g., Mu) chromosomal recognition/attachment sites, prophages
can subsequently cause localized mutagenesis (e.g., host DNA
deletion) . Unlike other temperate phage, however, Mu and phage
D108, which share most of their DNA sequences, can be inserted
in either physical orientation at any chromosomal site, an event
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causing either simple gene inactivation or a strongly polar
mutation in an operon (Hull et al. 1978; Kamp et al. 1979).
In addition, Mu specialized recombination systems mediate a
variety of host genomic rearrangements. Therefore, Mu and X
may represent opposite ends of a spectrum of site-specific or
specialized recombination systems, each of which recognizes
a specific class of DNA elements (e.g., X, insertion sequence
elements, or Mu) and which can effect their specific insertion
into only one, a few, or many recipient DNA sites. For the inter-
ested reader, many of the properties of Mu have been reviewed
in detail elsewhere (Howe and Bade 1975; Bukhari 1976, 1977;
Couturier 1976; Bukhari et al. 1977). One wonders how many more
Mu-like viruses exist in nature. Certainly these viruses or
their remnants within a chromosome must be responsible for a
significant proportion of the genetic flexibility of many bac-
teria.

Recently, an increasingly large group of transposable genetic
entities has been detected in many diverse bacterial genera.
These elements do not appear to replicate in a physically auto-
nomous state like a plasmid and cannot exist extracellularly
like a virus, but they can promote a variety of host genetic
alterations. As described in the following sections, these trans-
posable elements appear to be functionally related to A and Mu
viruses in that all are recognized as discrete DNA units by
specialized recombination processes.

IV. Transposable Genetic Elements

1. T 12j' )l ZOU

During the past decade, a variety of unique transposable DNA
segments have been identified in the chromosomes of bacteria,
their plasmids, and viruses. Apparently common constituents of
chromosomes, these elements have been detected by their trans-
position to and inactivation of a known gene. Beyond their
simple transposition to a chromosomal locus, these remarkable
elements cause a variety of macro-evolutionary chromosomal re-
arrangements, similar to those promoted by the bacterial virus
Mu. Furthermore, some of these transposable DNA units encode
transcriptional initiation and termination signals and can act
as supernumerary regulatory switches affecting gene expression
(see reviews by Starlinger and Saedler 1972, 1976; Cohen and
Kopecko 1976; Kleckner 1977; Starlinger 1977). The systematics
and nomenclature of these elements have been summarized by Camp-
bell et al. (1979).

These discrete DNA segments which range in duplex DNA length
from about 750 to 80,000 nucleotide base pairs are structurally
defined by repeated DNA sequences at their termini and are nor-
mally transposed intact as distinct, non-permuted units from one
location to another on the same or a different molecule. No
transposable element has yet been shown to replicate or to exist
in a separate, physically autonomous state (i.e., they are al-
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ways linearly inserted within a chromosome). As a probable con-
sequence of their repetitious terminal sequences, these DNA
units can insert with either of two physical orientations. In
addition to sharing the common feature of terminal sequence re-
petition, all of these genetic elements are transposed inde-
pendently of general recombination systems. Thus, these DNA
segments appear to transpose via specialized recombination
events. Transposable DNA elements have been identified, both
genetically and physically, in a large variety of different
bacterial genera, strongly suggesting their universal existence
in bacteria.

It is necessary to define certain terminology before proceeding
further. The exchange of a DNA segment between non-homologous
chromosomes or non-homologous regions of the same molecule has
been commonly termed either transposition or trans location. Though
both words seem equally appropriate, the term translocation has
also been used more recently by biochemists to describe the pas-
sage of molecules across a membrane or to denote the movement of
peptidyl tRNA from the "A" to the "P" site of the ribosome during
translation (Watson 1976). In order to avoid unnecessary con-
fusion, it would appear expedient to refer to the exchange of
a DNA segment between non-homologous DNA regions as transposito.
For this reason, I have exclusively used the term transposition
in the remainder of this review. The term transposable le eonts,
originally used to define mobile genetic elements in maize
(McClintock 1952), has been used colloquially to refer to all
transposable genetic elements in eukaryotic and prokaryotie
systems. However, in this section "transposable DNA elements"
refers to a set of structurally defined prokaryotic DNA units
that exist only in the integrated state. Transposition of a
discrete transposable DNA element, presumably directed by spec-
ialized recombination, has been termed, variously, site-specific
transposition, site-specific recombination, or simply genetic
transposition. Though transposable elements are inserted as dis-
crete units, their insertion has been observed to occur into
many recipient chromosomal receptor sites and the term "site-
specific" now seems too constrictive. Also, it should be strong-
ly emphasized that transposition or deletion of specific chromo-
somal DNA segments can occur via general recombination (i.e.,
between nearby homologous DNA regions; see Fig. 7). Perhaps the
general term "genetic transposition" should be used to refer to
the in vivo movement of DNA from one site to another regardless
of Rec-dependence. "Spoc~aized" transposition might be employed
to describe those events which are mediated by specialized re-
combination. Finally, the endproduct of most specialized trans-
position events appears to be different from Rec-dependent trans-
position. Like the replication/transposition process of an in-
duced Mu prophage, specialized transposition of a transposable
DNA element from one site to another does not cause loss of the
transposable element at its original locus (i.e., transposition
is not linked to precise excision). In other words, only a single
DNA strand of the element or a newly replicated transposable seg-
ment appear to be substrates for specialized transposition. In
contrast, as described in the legend to Fig. 9, general recombi-
nation-dependent deletion can occur between homologous DNA regions
bracketing any interposed sequence. Subsequent Rec-dependent in-
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sertion of this deleted material could potentially occur at any
chromosomal region containing significant homology to the deleted
circular molecule (see Fig. 9g). Likewise, Mu-promoted transpo-
sition of chromosomal sequences appears to involve Mu-mediated
deletion of the sequences, followed by Mu-promoted insertion of
these sequences into a new site (see legend to Fig. 10). There-
fore, specialized genetic transposition of a specific transposable
element does not appear to result in loss of the transposable
element at its original site whereas in Rec-dependent or Mu-pro-
moted transposition of chromosomal sequences, the segment to be
transposed is apparently first deleted from one chromosomal site
and subsequently inserted elsewhere.

Transposable elements have been divided into two classes, both
for historical and structural reasons. The small insertion se-
quence (IS) elements, which were discovered in the late 1960's
and do not encode any known phenotypically identifiable proteins,
represent one class (Saedler and Starlinger 1967; Jordan et al.
1968; Shapiro 1969). The second group is exemplified by the
relatively large transposable elements that encode resistance
to various antibiotics and which were physically identified in
the mid-1970's (reviewed by Cohen 1976; Cohen and Kopecko 1976).
These large elements, seemingly more complex than IS units, are
comprised of a central sequence bracketed by direct or inverted
DNA sequence repeats, sometimes consisting of a bona fide IS
element. More recently, genes encoding toxin production and a
variety of metabolic capabilities have been identified on these
larger transposable elements. Although this classification scheme
for transposable elements is tenuous, as you will see, it does
correctly emphasize the hierarchy of structural complexity in
transposable elements. Regardless of complexity, however, all
of these discrete elements are responsible for a large proportion
of chromosomal rearrangements in bacteria.

. t; ETo1zts

Analysis of the fine-structure organization of information in
DNA was carried out during the 1960's through the genetic and
biochemical examination of both spontaneous and induced chromo-
somal mutations. A considerable fraction of the spontaneous mu-
tations studied in bacterial or phage genomes proved to be quite
unusual. Unlike base substitution mutations, these novel muta-
tions exerted a very strong polar effect on the expression of
more promotor-distal genes in an operon, similar to the effect
of frameshift mutations. Reversion of these unusual mutations
was not enhanced by mutagens that normally cause base substi-
tutions or frameshift mutations. Moreover, these unusual muta-
tions reverted spontaneously to wild type, ruling out nucleo-
tide deletion and suggesting insertion or inversion as the ori-
ginal alteration. Comparison, by a variety of physical measure-
ments, of parental lambda transducing phages to mutant lambda
transducing viruses containing different novel polar mutations
indicated the presence of a sizable insertion in each mutant
virus and essentially eliminated genetic inversion as the cause
of these mutations (reviewed by Starlinger and Saedler 1976).
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By DNA-RNA hybridization studies, Michaelis et al. (1969) showed
that the inserted sequences in these lambda mutants were not DNA
sequence duplications, but rather DNA unlike the wild-type se-
quences. These insertion mutations which were later measured for
length in the electron microscope and for homology with one
another by the DNA heteroduplex procedure (Fiandt et al. 1972;
Hirsch et al. 1972; Malamy et al. 1972), are now known to com-
prise several distinct classes (Table 3). Therefore, these novel
mutations in E. coli and lambda were shown to be caused by a few
distinct IS elements. Starlinger and Saedler (1972, 1976) have

composed excellent reviews that explore the genetic and initial
physical characterization of IS elements. As discussed below,
these elements have now been characterized by a variety of gene-
tic and biochemical methods.

) Some Genetic and Molecular Properties. The general properties of IS
elements are summarized below and in Table 3. IS elements are
DNA segments that range in length from 768 to about 1400 nucleo-
tide base pairs or more and are found in bacterial, phage and
plasmid chromosomes. These disrete units can be transposed in
either of two physical orientations as a linear, non-permuted
unit to a recipient chromosomal site on the same or a different
molecule. IS elements are usually detected by the characteristic
effects that they exert at new sites, i.e., abolition of the
function of a gene and alteration of the expression of promotor-
distal genes in an operon (i.e., polarity).

Regarding E. colt and its plasmids and viruses, insertion muta-
tions occur in many different locations of these genomes (e.g.,
at multiple sites within different genes in the well-studied

2. 1a2o or gal operons). Thus, statistically speaking, the
recognition sequence(s) on the recipient molecule must be fair-
ly short, as opposed to a longer sequence which would be dupli-
cated less often around the chromosome. For example, a specific
sequence of five nucleotides should recur on a random basis
about every 1000 bases. However, it should be noted that for as
yet undetermined reasons, certain chromosomal regions appear to
be preferred areas for insertion. For example, in separately
isolated mutants, IS elements have inserted at very close (i.e.,
several nucleotides apart) and at identical sites within the
200 base pair gal operon control region (Saedler et al. 1972;
Kuhn et al. 1979). It appears that IS element integration is
neither entirely random like the integration of Mu phages, nor
as specific as the integration of bacteriophage into the
primary zttB locus. However, though IS elements appear to have
a preference for certain DNA regions, insertion in different
mutants occurs at many nearby sites within these defined areas
(i.e., receptor site clusters) and also at many other sites
around the genome. Thus, unlike the case of I which, when the
primary i1ztB site is deleted from the bacterial genome, inte-
grates into several different, but specific secondary -tB sites,
IS units express what nas been termed "regional" specificity,
i.e., the ability to integrate as a discrete unit in many sites
within a preferred short recipient DNA segment.
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Table 3. Insertion sequence elements in bacteria

IS element Total Tn Length and Restriction enzyme
designation Length orientation suseptibility

(b.p.) of internal Cleaved by Not cleaved by
terminal repeat
sequences (b.p.)

IS] 768 28 of first 34 AUl 1 ZHI
b.p. form in- 1 17527I, II
verted repeat HbeII, III E:oRI

H2'irI HZ d ci, Ii

H;ia I C Ip I

Prs tIXho I

IS2 1327 32 of first 41 AvI COoRI
b.p. form in- Bgli BaHI
verted repeat HaelI, III

Iii)'dII, lII

Hif I

Hhal
kfbo I
Sma I

Taq I

IS3 '1200 Hid III !5amzHI
Pst I CEORI

HindIl:_

IS] 1400 16 of first 18 Aval
b.p. form in- ThndII

verted repeat

IS5 1250 <50 b.p., EoORI

inverted

-,S %5800 35 b.p., in- EcoRI XbaI
(Tn1000) verted; ter- 15bcn I

minal 28 b.p. HirzdIII
identical to KpnI
Tn A termini PvaI

SIma I

S;7 I
Xh2o r

Islo 14OO 10 b.p. in- Aoi
verted repeat

located 13 b.p.
in from one end
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Effect of IS Recipient Length of Pertinent references
element orien- genomes recipient
tation on carrying DNA duplicated
transcription IS units at ends of IS

elements (b.p.)

Polar in E. coli 9 Jordan et al. (1968)
orientation S. typhimWrium; Saedler and Starlinger (196'
I or II Citrobacter; Starlinger and Saedler (1976)

Phage P1, Mu, Grindley (1978)
X, T4; Plasmids Ohtsubo and Ohtsubo (1978)
RP, R6, F, Hu et al. (1975a)

RIOO, Ent Shapiro (1969)
Fiandt et al. (1972)

Polar and con- L. coli; 5 Saedler and Heiss (1973)
tains rho-sen- Phage X; Saedler et al. (1974)
sitive site in Plasmids F, DeCrombrugghe et al. (1973)
I and II; Pro- R6, RIO0 Ghosal and Saedler (1978)
moter function Ghosal et al. (1979ab)

observed in Pilacinski et al. (1977)
variants of Hu et al. (1975)
I or II

Polar in I; E. ccli; 3 or 4 Malamy et al. (1972)
II not yet Plasmid F Hu et al. (1975b)
studied Deonier et al. (1979)

Sommer, Cullum and Saedler

(personal communication)

Polar in E. c0i 11 or 12 Habermann et al. (1979)
I & II gaiT Pfeifer et al. (1977)

Polar in /. toli; Blattner et al. (1974)
I & II Phage X Chow and Broker (1978)

cj.i; 5 Guyer (1978)
Plasmid F Broker et al. (1977a)

M. Guyer (ptrsona1
communication)

Plasmids 9 Kleckner (1979)
R6, RiO0 Kleckner and Poss (19179)
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Table 3 (continued)

IS element Total Tn Length and Restriction enzyme
designation Length orientation suseptibility

(b.p.) of internal

terminal repeat
sequences (b.p.) Cleaved by Not cleaved by

"ISR7" 1100 P ,7HI 
II :d II I
Po t I

Unassigned 500 -

1800

The first five IS elements have been convincingly demonstrated to undergo

specialized transposition and precise excision in E. CoZi, as has the much
larger y-6 sequence, also termed TnlOOO. Very recently, the 1400 b.p. repeat
at the ends of the Tn1O transposon has been shown to behave as an IS element
and has been named Is1O (Kleckner and Ross 1979). Also, an IS element has

been physically and genetically characterized in Rhizobiw7i and has been
tentatively termed "ISRI". The variety of elements that are inferred from
genetic data or visualized in the electron microscope as small inverted re-
peat DNA sequences, but which have not been proven to transpose are listed
in the "unassigned" category. The DNA sequences of IS1 and IS' have been
analyzed entirely (Grindley 1978; Ohtsubo and Ohtsubo 1978; Ghosal et al.
1979b; Johnsrud 1979). Total IS element length is given in nucleotide base
pairs (b.p.). If known, the length of the internal short sequence that is
repeated in inverse order at the termini of some IS elements is also given.
The physical orientation of each IS element within a chromosome, detected
by physical and genetic means, has been arbitrarily designated I or II. The
effect on promoter-distal gene expression by IS elements, when inserted in
an operon, is given for insertions in both orientations. The list of chromo-
somes known to harbor each specific IS element or that commonly acquires each
element was obtained from the more detailed catalog of specific IS-promoted
mutations, which was compiled by Szybalski (1977). It should be noted that
not all of the given recipient chromosomes normally carry an IS element.
During IS element insertion and depending upon the specific IS unit, either
a 3-4, 5, 9, or 11-12 base pair recipient chromosomal sequence is duplicated
in direct order such that one copy occurs at each terminus of the inserted
IS unit
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Effect of IS Recipient Length of Pertinent references
element orien- genomes recipient

tation on carrying DNA duplicated
transcription IS units at ends of IS

elements (b.p.)

Rhizobin ? Puhler and Burhardt (1978)

lupini

Polar effects £. coLi, 7 Starlinger (1977)

observed for SalmoneLLa, Ohtsubo and Ohtsubo (1977)
some elements S. dysenteriae, Yagi and Clewell (1977)

P. aeruginosa, Schmitt et al. (1979a)
P. mirabiLis, Reiss et al. (1978)

Strep~omyces; Szybalski (1977)
Phage X, P2;
Plasmids R68,

CoIV, pAMlO
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At present, there are six named IS elements, ISI through IS!

and IS); as shown in Table 3, plus an assortment of unclassi-
fied "insertion" mutations that have been identified in E. -. Z['
and many other bacterial genera, but have not yet been shown
to transpose or delete as discrete units (Starlinger and Saedler

1976; see Szybalski 1977). Very recently, a small transposable

element, tentatively named "ISRI", has been identified in -

and has been included in this compilation. In addition, I
have chosen to include with the IS elements the gamma-delta

( - ) sequence which is a normal constituent of the E. ,-'! and
F plasmid genomes. This segment is now known to transpose ,r .-

independently as a discrete unit (Guyer 1978). Although it is

somewhat larger than the other IS elements, the y-f element ap-
pears to behave similarly to them in promoting genetic rearrange-
ments. Unlike the larger transposable elements, it is not yet

known to express any phenotypic functions and, thus, bridges
the gap between the "simple" IS units and the "more complex"

larger transposable elements. The average nucleotide base com-
position of IS! and IS" has been determined to be about 50%
G+C, comparable to that of the E. cui genome (Schmidt et al.
1976; Ghosal et al. 1979b; Ohtsubo and Ohtsubo 1978). Early
studies, with X transducing phage DNA carrying IS] or IS-',
employing DNA-DNA hybridizations, as well as more recent hy-
bridization and electron microscope heteroduplex studies have
shown that in E. oo1i K-12 IS7 exists as about 8 copies per ge-
nome (Saedler and Heiss 1973), IS2 as > 7 copies per genome
(Saedler and Heiss 1973; Deonier et al. 1979) , IS3 as > 5 co-
pies per genome (Deonier et al. 1979), y6 as > 4 copies per
genome (M. Guyer, personal communication), and IS4 and IS5 as
> 1 copy each per genome (see Starlinger and Saedler 1976).
First discovered in the intensively studied E. coZi genetic
system, one or more classes of the bona fide IS elements have
now been found in the related genera Sab7aone'lic, Citrobictcr, and

21-igelfa, on the phage and plasmids of enteric bacteria, and in
the gram-positive bacteria Bacillus subfilic (Rak, cited in Star-
linger and Saedler 1976; see review by Kleckner 1977; Saedler
and Ghosal 1977). Due to the conjugal or infective promiscuity
of various plasmids and phage, one would expect a wide dissemi-
nation of these and other transposable elements. In fact, IS-
like sequences have been detected physically and/or genetically
in the diverse genera Shigelac and Protcui (Ohtsubo and Ohtsubo
1977) as well as Pk'udmonar (Jacob et al. 1977; Reiss et al.
1978) , . *h',, )"ryc.,c (Bibb and Hopwood 1977) , ?t1?"t .>K'co (Yagi

and Clewell 1977), /'tzylocrc3 i (Novick et al. 1979), and a;>.
::i.,rr (Puhler and Burkardt 1978). However, the sequence relation-
ships among these IS-like elements and the bona fide IS elements
have not been established and, to date, only limited data are
available on the distribution of known IS elements in bacteria.

Strong polar mutations occur spontaneously in the 2..,7 Lac or
Gal operons at a frequency of 10-6-10- 7 /cell, which is probably
a direct reflection of transposition or other recombinational
alterations involving any transposable element normally carried
by the bacterial chromosome. For this reason, it has been im-
possible to determine the exact transposition frequency for any
specific IS element. Assuming fairly random distribution of IS-
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promoted events and knowing that A. contains about 3000
genes, one can say that the observed transposition frequency
has been relatively low (10 - 5 ) , at best, for most IS units.
However, IS element transposition is !,- -independent and the
transposition frequency almost certainly varies with the spec-
ific receptor site involved. Examination of spontaneously oc-
curing mutations in 5. ,! and lambda phage has revealed that
IS element insertion alone can cause approximately 10-15% of
all mutations within a single gene (see review by Starlinger
and Saedler 1972, 1976). IS! was the most frequently identi-
fied insertion mutation. However, it is not known if the small
size, high copy number per chromosome, and/or some other attri-
bute of this element is responsible for this phenomenon. Fol-
lowing insertional inactivation of a gene, the function of the
mutated gene can be restored at frequencies of 10-3-10-8 de-
pending on the IS element, its orientation, and the gone in-
volved (Starlinger and Saedler 1976). Restoration of gene func-
tion implies that precise excision of the IS element has oc-
curred and indicates that initial insertion usually occurs
without altering the wild-type bacterial gene sequences. The
excision of IS elements, known to be ,.,-independent, is prob-
ably also promoted by a specialized recombination system. Im-
precise excision of an IS unit from a mutant might cause relief
of polarity, but continued loss of the mutated genc function.
Though such an event has not yet been demonstrated for the IS
elements, imprecise excision of phage Mu and larger transposable
elements does occur.

The physical aspects of IS elements, which were deduce d fret. Dr A
sequence analyses, are listed in Table 3 and discussed with thli
larger, transposable elements in a later section. Also, current
theories of IS unit transposition are discussed in the section
on mechanisms of transposition.

. Insertion and precise exci-

sion of IS elements appear to involve enzyme recognition of
specific sequences at the IS element termini, though none of
the enzymes involved has been isolated. Moreover, specialized
recombination events involving these same IS element termini
are seemingly responsible for chromosomal deletions and prob-
ably for duplication, inversion, transposition, and niasmid in-
tegration events. The presence of IS' (and perhaps IS') within
an operon leads to as much as a 1000-fold increase in deletion
formation frequency in this are~a of the chromosome, yielding
deletions in one per every 104 cells analyzed. The deletions,
which can be from several hundred to as large as 20,000 nucleo-
tide pairs in length, generally terminate at either end of the
integrated IS element and extend outward to non-randomly dis-
tributed end points within the adjacent bacterial sequences,
leaving the original IS element intact (Reif and Saedler 1975,
1977; see Fig. 11). Chromosomal deletions, similar to the de-
letions commonly observed at the site of '.Iu phage integration,
can also be formed during IS element insertion (see Starlinger
and Saedler 1976) . Recently, Nevers and Saedler (1978) have
identified a function, termed , ', which maps at 61 minutes
on the 100 minute 7. genet ic map, that is needed fur hiqh
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I', - -I -.. .*1

DELETION FORMATION

Fil. 11. Deletion formation mediated by tr! :n,:: _;L1' 1 ,. nts. Th. '
represents a portijn 01 a 010 .c -2. :ntai ing an inserted

Lrans iusable element, depicted by the . "' . Deletion occur 'ni-
directionally from either end of the transp sibl,. 1e,]mrnt outward to non-
randomly distributed points within the a]j cent Ihrom] sequences. The
sequences deleted in a hypothetical deletion event are renresented by each

Following a primary deletiun event, Gs shown here, the trans-
posable eloment is left intact and can t-insp - sQ or 2iuse secondary and
tertiary deletion events

frequency IS>-mediated drluion formation. Cells lacking this
function show a 90-99% decrease in IS:-mediated deletion forma-
tion. Additionally, IS!-promoted deletion formation at 420 C vs.
320C is decreased to different degrees in separate mutants,
suggesting that the enzyme-DNA complex, but not the enzyme it-
self, is temperature dependent (Reif and Saedler 1977). No other
requirements of IS-mediated deletions have been identified. It
is important to note that precise excision of IS.' in a mutant
lacking the ' ' function is reduced .6-fold and may indicate
some linkage between precise excision and deletion formation
(Nevers and Saedler 1978).

It appears likely that IS elements mediate a variety of chromo-
somal rearrangements, but confirming data are presently scarce.
In addition to the data presented above, IS' has been reported
recently to mediate deletion, transposition, duplication, in-
version, and plasmid cointegration events (IJda and Meyer 1979;
Shapiro and MacHattie 1979). The participation of IS units as
structural components of the more complex transposable elements
as well as the involvement of IS elements in bacterial evolution
will be discussed later.

..) . .: . "": ' ! ; ,. :, ' ,,.%. * . Insertion of an IS element, beyond
simply abolishing the function of the affected gene, can, de-
pending on its orientation, affect the expression of promoter-
distal genes in an operon. The mechanism(s) of polarity is not
well understood. However, recent evidence suggests that there
are non-random snecific sites on DNA, both within and outside
of genes, at which RNA polymerase and attached mRNA molecules
are released from DNA through the action of a specific prote in
transcriptional termination factor termed rho (Roberts Ili7 0
Current data suggest that rho initially interacts with nasce'nt
mRNA instead of directly with DNA, but that rho can not bind t-
actively translated mRNA regions. Successful rho attachm,.nt to
the DNA-bound nRNA someho%, signals the RNA polymerase to termi-
nate transcription. Poiarity, then, appears to be a composite
process. In the first step, translation of the mRNA is terminated
at a nonsense codon, cr(.ated either by substitution or frame-
shift mutation or carried by an insertion element. Subsequently,
rhe can attach to the non-translated mRNA molecule at a specific
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rho-recognition sequence that is promotor-distal to the nonsense
codon, an event which signals the RNA polymerase to terminate
transcription. This line of logic is strengthened by the finding
that the general polarity suppressor, mI (a mutant of the wild-
type allele that produces rho protein), can partially suppress
the polarity caused by IS], IS:,, and IS.,. in the ',,- and., ope-
rons (Malamy 1970; Malamy et al. 1972; Das et al. 1976; Besemer
and Herpers 1977; Sommer, Cullum, and Saedler, personal communi-
cation). Since transcription occurs unidirectionally from a pro-
motor sequence, only one strand of an inserted IS element is
transcribed along with the genes of an operon. IS7 and IS: are
known to exert polar effects when inserted in either orientation
within an operon and these elements apparently encode nonsense
codons (Ohtsubo and Ohtsubo 1978) in both DNA strands. IS' exerts
polar effects in orientation I, by original definition, and acts
as a transcriptional promoter in orientation II with respect to
an operon (Saedler et al. 1974). In addition to encoding a non-
sense codon in the polar orientation I, in vitro transcription
studies with DNA carrying IS.'. in this orientation in the
Gal operon indicate that this element also contains a rho-sen-
sitive transcriptional termination site (Decrombrugghe et al.
1973). As discussed below, IS' can also act as a genetic promo-
ter, a sequence that binds RNA polymerase and initiates trans-
cription. When the IS' element is in orientation I, this element

might sometimes initiate transcription in a direction opposite
to that of the operon in which it is inserted. It is thought
that the RNA polymerase molecules initiated by the IS unit col-
lide with those polymerase molecules initiated on the opposite

DNA strand by the operon promoter, causing an additional polar
effect on operon expression. Therefore, different IS elements
appear to utilize several different mechanisms that result in
the overall decrease in expression of promoter-distal genes in
an operon (see Starlinger and Saedler 1976).

At least one bona fide IS element, IS , has been found that can
positively affect gene expression. IS' can behave as a highly
efficient genetic promoter when inserted in orientation II as
opposed to its polar orientation (I). When inserted in orien-
tation II within the i, operon control region, IS* has been
observed to mediate the expression of more promoter-distal
genes at a rate three fold higher than the fully induced wild-
type operon (Saedler et al. 1974). Unexpectedly, DNA sequence
analysis of one IS' element has revealed a rho-sensitive termi-
nation site in the strand expressed in orientation II, but no
sequence that is similar to known genetic promoters (Ghosal et
al. 1979b). Current evidence would sugqest that IS, in orienta-
tion II does not encode a constitutively expressed genetic pro-
moter, but that some internal seqiiuence rearrange:ient may generate
promoter function (G;hosal et al. 19'79b; see "2 versus :- in
Pilacinski et al. 1977). No other bona fide 1S elements are known
to behave as genetic promoters. Thus, O!Wron eXnrs sio n can be
controlled by the insertion ul an IS, element which depnendilng
upon its orientation can either enhance or prevont transcrip.tion
(Saedler et al. 19c74). Albeit the ;S element has nt vet )enl
shown to invert its orientatir n while remai nina at the, same in-
sertion site, the! unusual abi i tv of IS' t) control gene expres-
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sion is somcwhat analogous to a recently described invertible
element. Inversion of an 800 base pair iS-like segment has re-
cently been shown to control the alternate expression of the Il
or H2 flagellar antigens in .''.- : (Silverman et al. 1979;
Zieg et al. 1978). In contrast, genetic variation caused by in-
version of the G segment of Mu, D108, P1, or P7 viruses, as dis-
cussed earlier, appears to be a fundamentally different regula-
tory phenomenon. Current evidence indicates that a promoter lo-
cated outside of the (, segment is responsible for transcribing
essential genes within the G segment. Perhaps when the G seg-
ment is positioned in one orientation, the essential G segment
genes are expressed and viable phage are produced, and vice
versa. Alternatively, two different sets of essential genes
controlling host range may be located on different DNA strands
of the G segment so that only one set and a specific host range
is expressed for each orientation (Howe 1978) . Therefore, gene-
tic inversion, which is probably mediated by specialized re-
combinational processes, results in the regulation of gene ex-
pression in at least two different ways and now seems to be a
not too uncommon process.

Several independently isolated mutants containing IS and IS
have been used to analyze the DNA sequence of these elements
(Calos et al. 1978; Grindley 1978; Ohtsubo and Ohtsubo 1978;
Chosal et al. 1979b; Johnsrud 1979). Although these data are
discussed in more detail later, several observations are ner-
tinent here. Certain IS-mediated Gal-negative mutants have
been found to revert to an unstable, intermediate level consti-
tutive utilization of galactose. Recent analyses of these re-
vertants show that the IS element, though remaining physically
in the polar orientation (I) with respect to the operon, now
promotes intermediate level transcription. DNA sequence studies
show that the revertant IS. elements, IS'-" and IS- , each con-
tain a 54 or 108 base pair complex internal duplication which
was probably formed during replication (Ghosal and Saedler 1977,
1978; Ghosal et al. 1979a). Thus, variants of IS in orientation
I also exhibit genetic promoter activity. Additionally, in sepa-

rate studies, comparison of the DNA sequences of two different
IS] elements (Johnsrud 1979) or two different IS' elements
(Ghosal et al. 1979b) suggest that small changes in independent
isolates of IS elements do occur. Surprisingly then, although
IS elements transpose as discrete units, and elements of the
same IS class appear grossly homologous by many techniques, even
these small DNA segments appear to be constantly evolving.

With the widespread use of antibiotics, a phenomenal
increase in the number of bacteria resistant to antibiotics has
been observed over the past 20 years. Conjugally transferable
antibiotic resistance plasmids (R plasmids) were found to be
responsible for this rapid dissemination of resistance (Falkow
1975). Considerable genetic evidence, amassed during the 1960's,
indicated that the plasmid DNA segments encodinq resistance to
one or more medically relevant antibiotics could recombine with
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phage, bacterial, or other plasmid chromosomes (see reviews by
Cohen and Kopecko 1976; Cohen 1976). Subsequent to the develop-
ment of techniques to isolate and physically analyze entire plas-
mid chromosomes, a variety of discrete transposable DNA segments
that specify resistance to one or more structurally distinct
groups of antibiotics have been identified (Table 4). In the
initial description of a large transposable element that encodes
--lactamase production (i.e., penicillin resistance phenotype),
Hedges and Jacob (1974) proposed the term .,o:.' to define
specific DNA sequences with transposition potential. This term,
now in common usage, has generally been applied to the larger
transposable elements that will be discussed in this section.

* ) .- U : : u, . w. . :1 1 .j :,j. 1 >:c: ,:1m (abbreviated Tn's) can
be defined as large DNA segments, which express a phenotypically
identifiable trait(s) unrelated to their own insertion, that are
capable of r,-!.,-independent (specialized) transposition, usually
in either of two physical orientations, as a discrete non-per-
muted unit. As shown in Table 4, these elements range in size
from 2000 to greater than 80,000 nucleotide base pairs (b.p.).
In addition to causing insertional inactivation of a gene, most
transposons, like IS elements, also exert polar effects on the
more promoter-distal genes in an operon (see Kleckner 1977).
Though the initially characterized Tn's all encoded enzymes
responsible for antibiotic resistance, more recently Tn's en-
coding resistance to heavy metal ions (e.g., Hg 2 +, Stanisich et
al. 1977) or enzymes involved in the metabolism of lactose (Cor-
nelis et al. 1978), raffinose (Schmitt et al. 1979b), and toluene,
xylene or salicylate (Chakrabarty et al. 1978; Jacoby et al. 1978)
have been identified. Furthermore, the genes for enterotoxin pro-
duction (So et al. 1979) and the genes for synthesis of the K-88
bacterial surface antigen that is responsible for intestinal co-
lonization (Schmitt et al. 1979b) , previously identified on plas-
mids, have now been shown to exist on discrete transposable ele-
ments (Table 4). Very recently, the ;.':- gene sequences of the
!". ,),' chromosome have been observed to transpose at a relatively
high frequency (Palchaudhuri et al. 1979; Wolf 1979). Transposable
DNA segments have now been identified on the plasmids or host
chromosomes of these genera: A.>.e:, ....... ... "
(Roussel et al. 1979), .>-.:> (Hedges et al. 1977) ,
(Ohtsubo and Ohtsubo 1977), ;2',.> (RIOO plasmid, see Ohtsubo
and Ohtsubo 1977, Kopecko et al. 1978), I" ,..*; (Cornelis et al.
1978), .K . *,' (Berg et al. 1975), . s , '." (Hedges and Jacob
1974; Chakrabarty et al. 1978; Jacoby et al. 1978), :, ': ; '.:
(Beringer et al. 1978), .>'... (Tomich et al. 1979), :.-
'/.'.- (Falkow et al. 1977) ,.:<q :'' ., (Novick et al. 1979),

and 9:'';' (see Saedler and Ghosal 1977). Also, the fact that
conjugally promiscuous replicons like RP4 can transfer to and
replicate in many genera not listed above would suggest that
most if not all bacteria contain transposable elements.

Physical examination of all transposable elements, including IS
units, mainly by electron microscope heteroduplex techniques and
also by DNA sequence analyses has revealed a characteristic struc-
ture for these discrete elements (see Fig. 12). In all cases
thoroughly examined, the IS or Tn unit comprises central DNA
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Table 4. Phenoiitypiclly-idenititiable transposable elements

Tni element Tn-encoded Total Tn Length and Restriction enzyme
designation properties length orientation susceptibility

(b.p.) of internal,
terminal re- Cleaved by Not cleaved by
peat sequen-
ces (b.p.)

TnJ ApR 4,600 ', 40; cni

inverted 11L 'Ii'Iii

Tn." ApR 4 4,600 40; Same as I
inverted TI

Tn3 Ap R4,600 1,38; Same as 'RI
inverted Tn!

Tn4Ol ApR '~4,600 1,40; Same as
inverted 'In.7'

TnHOI APR 4,600 11 40; Same as
Tn892' inverted ',In7 +

Tn9Ol APR 4, 600 40; Same as
inverted Tn I

Tn9P2 APR %4,00 1 40; Same as
inverted Tn;?

Tnl 701 Ap Rb 4,600 1~ 40; Same as
inverted Tn7

Tn4 ApR,SMR, 20,500 < 140; Same as
SUR,Hg

2
+R inverted Tn? +

Tn!'?I SmRSUR "%15,700 1 140; (R I
inverted

Tn(ASi) ApRSmR "'14,750

Tn(?) ApR,CMR, %211,800 £;'RI
Sm/SPR,SUR, +?
TcR

Tn', yM~R % 5, 200 '1t4 50; !'id III II
inverted

Tn(, KmR '4, 100
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Original chromosomal Length of Transposition Pertinent referen:-es
source of Tn recipient frequency

DNA dupli- (events/cell)
cated at

ends of Tn
(b.p.)

Z'brn ' ozaJ 5 IO-2 Hedges and Jacob (1974)
plasmid RP4 Hernalsteens et al. (1977)

Sc Zmon 112 S Heffron et al. (1975)
plasmid RSF1O30 Rubens et al. (1976)

5 z 0-15 -  
Kopecko and Cohen (1975)

plasmid RI-19 Kretschmer and Cohen (1977)
Ohtsubo et al. (1979)

Cohen et al. (1979)

aeudomoo~aa 5? Bennett and Richmond (1976)
plasmid RPI Grinsted et al. (1978)

Pseudomouos 5? 10-2-10
- 4  

Benedict et al. (1977)
plasmid RPI

5aZmow .( 5? - Embden et al. (1978)

plasmid pR130

Z. 0oi 5? Yun and Vapnek (1977)
phage P7

Drione lal 5? - Yamada et al. (1979)
plasmid NTPI

oa 10o0007 Z - 1 7-1
0
-
7  

Kopecko and Cohen (1975)
plasmid RI-19 Kopecko et al. (1976)

Sa smone Ia I - Kopecko et al. (1976)
plasmid RIOO-1 Nisen et al. (1977)

- - aHedges et al. (1977)
plasmid R938

S - Roussel et al. (1979)

K 1bo,- k1z 10-3_10-2 Berg et al. (1975), Berg (1977)
plasmid JR67 Davies et al. (1977)

Allet (1979)

1. coil plasmid JR72 Berg et al. (1975)
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Tlable 4 (CcAltinlued)

Tn element rn-encoded Tlotal Tn Len' ;th All.I
desigjnatien properties leigt rientat im sscpt ibi lit y

(b.p.) of iflt(-rlil

terminuj r(,- C'Ic 1), Ny A-(c
peCat .5(111OCi-

ces ().p1.)

,I, n "I Km/Nm R3,100 1000; ' 11,T

inver ted +

TOJA Km/NmlR 3,11)0 '1000; 1

inverted 7 II

Tn TIpR, SmR ~ 12, 7 5o0 150; 1

i nverted Rl

Tn. ipR,SmR 12,750 Saile a5-
Tn'

Tn. 'pR' Smjll 12,750o Same as
Tin

T')'.;
9  FpR 7, 500

Tn"Cm R >2,50)0 IS!; H

di rec:t RI +

Same as
is!

TYHleat stable 2,060 IS!; ;f'clI +

enterotox in inverted Same as
is.?

'Iri R-det) CmR,SmR,SUR 23 ,000X IS ';--

di rect

Inl. 1 R ,300 >.1400; A - -I

inverted I I ;I

Olot S" T, I

R7: '7
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Original chromosomial Length of Transposition Pertinent references
source of Tn recipient Irequerncy

DNA dupli- (events/cell)
cated at
ends of rin

9? -Davies et al. (1977)
piasmid RG

9 -Oka at al. (1978)
plasmid R6-5 Nomura et al. (197B)

3' -5-104 Barth et al. (19376)
plasmid R483 Barth and Datta (1977)

Barth (personal commruni-
cation)

Barth and Datta (1977)
plasmid R721

Co Barth and Datta (19177)
plasmid pBW1

Shapiro and Sporn (1977)
plasisid R751

9 10-6-1O-7 Kondo and Mitsuhashi (1964)
plasmid 5100 Gottesman and Rosner (1975)

MacHattie and Jackowski (1977)

9 1n ( 713.(I')
plasmid ST

9? Arber et al. (197))
plasmid R100-1- liu ut al. 1197%1)

9 Kl1- ~ Reckno-r (1977, 19l79)

plasmidI R100 elcno t al. (1971,, 197; ,

Vter ali (19"1")

Kleckner and Rosq (1979)I
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Table 4 (continued)

Tn element Tn-encoded Total Tn Length and Restriction enzyme

designation properties length orientation susceptibility
(b.p.) of internal,

terminal r-Cleaved by Not cleaved by

peat sequen-

c'(b.p.)

Tn17. 1 TcR %10, 700 < 38; A oRl oi

inverted D"Ma I ZBg 11
HiidIII Xo

Tn/IM TcR A10,800 < 50;t inrverted

Tni5A1 EmR 'u 5,200 < 100; 1gI
inverted Ilr'aI

Tn9l/ EmR 4,500

TnbA01 Hg
2

+R %7, 800 < 150; EOoRI 1'stI
inverted HiudjiI 'JaaII

saii SinaI

Tn761 - lactose %16,600 -U 100; -,H
catabolism inverted EaORI

11indiii
Ps Al

Tn(Tol) Toluene & %,52,500 ?

Xylene
catabolism

Tn(Raf) Raffinose A40,000 - 151;
(Tentative) catabolism, 60,000 direct

H125S & K88

antigen

Tn(Ti) Tumor 1A6, 500 na
(Tentative) induction IHpaI

Tn(Sal) Salicylate 30,000

degradation

rn(his-gnd) Histidine 44,000 1400;
synthesis inverted

Tn(Lac) Lactose 80,000 IS3;

catabolism inverted
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Original chromosomal Length of Transposition Pertinent references
source of Tn recipient frequency

DNA dupli- (events/cell)

cated at
ends of Tn
(b.p.)

. OL. Schmitt et al. (1979a,b)
plasmid pRSDI Mattes et al. (1979)

F. colF Sch6ffl and Burkardt (1979)
plasmid pFS202 Sch6ffl and Puhler (1979)

Stahy lococ20s 10-
4
-10

- 5  
Novick et al. (1979)

plasmid P1258

.3treP O
0

OdCO Tomich et al. (1979)
plasmid pAD2

Pseudoonas 10-i-10
-
2 Stanisich et al. (1977)

plasmid pVSI Bennett et al. (1978a)

Yersin'a 10
- 4  

Cornelis et al. (1978,1979)
plasmid pGCI Cornelis et al. (in pre-

paration)

Pseudomonas Chakrabarty et al. (1978)
Tol plasmid Jacoby et al. (1978)

1. *?o2 Schmitt et al. (1979b)
plasmid pRSD2

A3,r e) b ,! r': ,, Hernalsteens et al. (1977)
Ti plasmids Schell and van Montagu (1977)

Chilton et al. (1978)

., n: ,.Chakrabarty et al. (1978)
Sal plasmid

10-2104 Wolf (1979 and pers. comm.)
Palchaudhuri et al. (1979)

'9.'" Cornelis et al. (in prepa-
phage PliF9 ration)
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i numbers are those ssicgncd by E.M. Ledorbergj, Ilanidl RfrrC IA I

Dept. Gf Medical Microbiology, Stanford University. These 'Indei;
given in parentheses describe certain transposable elements for whi h Al
hers have not yet been gjiveni. The Tn-encoded properties includc resi tn:
to fmiclmi (ApR ) , chilurarsphenicol (Ci5 R) ,eryt1.romy(cin !.I;9

1
') ,11,11, 1:i

(F.2 R) ,neomycin (NmUR) , spectinomycin (Sp
1
R) ,stre. tomycin (gt)sul a'1'

(SuR) ,tetracycline (TOR) , trisethoprim (TpR ) , and divalernt 7K.er wiry (Ii .411).

Also , production Of heat stable enteroroxin, K88d antigjen, oii H-n, plus d~.-
,gradation of lactose, raffinose, toluene, xylene aird sailicylat. aire In c"-
coded properties. Recently, a segment of the !.. chromosome, which(!I
codes the c-.aloci (genes for tile biosynithenis u!0 histidine and syrthu-
sis of glucaniate dohydrogenase, respectively) , has been shown1 to, t1, tj
to plasmids and phagjes. Also, recent evidence suggests th.at the tuir in I I

cingq segmient of Ti plasmids transposes to plant cells as a specif ic inot
but this lias not beer.: proven.

TPotal Tn size, as well as the lengqth and orientaition ,I the inteornal ro
sequences at 'In termini arc, given inl nuicleotide hose pairs (b.1p.). n.

L9 K', - , ai ' pear to be homologous ApR ci 5 it,

!l0w collectively termed TnA. 'In: is a com,.posite transpoSen1 ijrpfsaroitlj
sisting ofI Tni, inserted into 'I'll' (Kopeck,) et al . 1117(0. Tn,_' u .: r

prbably idointii elmnt.'In, , arid' A ISIo lppeair to' h' haoio D(g

obtained from di fferent plaismids. 'I'l 1721 and 1 771 ippear to hje i dorti a-l
,1IcR 'fis inT-., fri (R-det) , 'in(Rat) , liiT.' hve (-rot r invertedi re-
pea ts of ISA3- at their termrini . The inverted seqjuences :,t the t ermini of

''lare riot IS:, or ,I "Contrary to) many published reoer ts (see- Kleckner
atrid Ross 1979) . A composite Or published restriction eriorrucl1ease cleavaqe
susceptibilities of, various Tn1's is gliven. However, ine should be aware thait
there is noticeable variability in restriction patterns o! similar- Tr, eli-
mrents (Yamada et al. 197'9) . Since most Tn's ha-ve been isolated r ra)m rlisid s,
the bacterial host arid/or piasrid in which tihe 'In was origina)lly detected
are listed. Also, the length oi the recipient DNA sequence that is dupli-
cated at the ends of a 'fr elemernt is givern in h.p. A compilatior if- reported.
transpusitior frequencies, listed as tirlispcsitioi evenlts per Cell , is 'Jrver.,

usually as a range, In mast Tin idenlti fications, transriositi, ni frequerncy wins
rnot assessed. Certain listed Tn properties aire bised e n assumption (i.e.,
likeness to characterized 'Il's) ani these hive been denoted by an acc ompa-
ilying question mark. See Campbell et al. (1979) tor transpilson norrercliture,

sequences bracketed by either a directly or an inversely repeated
terminal DNA sequence. For example, IS' comprises a 1250 b.p. cen-
tral segment containing a 40 b.p. sequence that is repeated, im-
perfectly, in inverse fashion at each terminus (Table 3) . Tn.-
consists of approximately a 4500 b.p. segmient flanked by inverted
repeats of a 38 b.p. sequence (Table 4). Though most transposable
elements are structurally defined by inverted repeat DNA sequenlces,
the Tn.' (Cmv) , Tn(Raf) , and Tn(il-det) corntain direct repeats of
the IS.' sequence at their termini. However, since the ends of IS:
contain a small inverted repeat sequence, these 2'n's are actually
bracketed by small inverted repeats at their- termini. Thus, all
IS's and Tn's for which the ends have been characterized to date,
contain an inverted terminal repeat sequence. The total length
of each transposable element as well as tile lengIth and oricolta-
tion rof the internal repeated terminal sequences, if knlown, ire
gjiven in Tables 3 and 4 for bothl IS and Tr, units. Examinatiori of
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TRANSPOSABLE DNA ELEMENT

Flanking Duplicated Central Sequences Flanking Duplicated
Recipient DNA Termnal Repeat Sequences Recipient DNA

on Transposable Eiement

( Direct or Inverted )

FPg. 12. Tho sti i-wi ,- r t r s1r-Al, c 'e rints. This unsealed diag m ii!II-
st r.tes a ti- anisp sible DNA elei!lnt, whiclh is del inecatecd by the
ird, ''' . , inserted withi ,i c ilietnt roeclar DNA seqlence, which is
doi ectA by III 't ; I . .. I :. (,I .- , I . . '... Both IS and Tn nits ir,
Co(Iiposed o[ a C(en1talAl DNA tslit ' 0.?) flank,]d by terniiinal s(lu..Xu-

,. thaIt are ci-,erttd cithi-i in direct or inverted order. Apij c-:It -
ly during insertion, staigelored sil ile-strand cleavage occurs at th(i sit en
maiked by ;,- . >., and the extelcred sinq e-strnd ends of the ro ivitrret
mol ecul i)re joined to the trans-osable el ement. Subsequent gap f1 1 1 1 ii DttA
synthesis ;r" "- , ", . and 1igatiin creates dup ic-ted recipient mc ] ovAo

sequences at the ends of the ins rtcd Tn or IS clement

the junctions of IS or Tn elements with recipient molecular DNA
has revealed the existence of directly repeated recipient mole-
cular sequences of 3 to 4, 5, 9, or 11 to 12 b.p. at each end
of the inserted element (Fig. 12). Though the nucleotide compo-
sition of the repeated recipient sequence varies from insertion
site to insertion site for a particular element, each transposable
element is always associated with a repeated recipient DNA se-
quence of specific length, as shown in Tables 3 and 4 (Calos et
al. 1978; Grindley 1978; Johnsrud 1979; Ghosal et al. lq79b;
Tu and Cohen 1980). Apparently, during Tn or IS insertion an en-
zymes(s) creates a single-strand cleavage, staggered by 3 to 4,
5, 9, or 1I1 to 12 b.p., in each recipient DNA strand and the ex-
tended single-strand ends are joined to the transposable element,
with the complementary strand at each end being newly synthesized
(see Fig. 2; also see section on transposition mechanisms).

The large inverted repeat termini located on many transposons
make these elements easily identifiable in the electron micro-
scope. As illustrated in Fig. 13, after denaturation and intra-
strand annealing of a DNA segment that carries a Tn which con-
tains inversely repeated termini, one sees characteristic hair-
pin-loop or stem-loop structures in which the double-stranded
stem represents the reannealed, inversely repeated Tn termini.
In addition to forming characteristic stem-loop structures of
constant size, insertions of any transposon will increase the
size of the recipient molecule by a discrete leigth. Further
evidence for a specific transposition event can be obtained by
extensive restriction endonuclease analysis of several molecular
isolates containing the same putative Tn element, since Tn units
transpose as non-permuted DNA segments and consequently retain
the same restriction sites.
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DOUBLE 5-A B C -X YZ -C' B' A- 3 '04.* ~ '
STRAND**

DNA 3-A'EB C -X' YZ'-C B A-5' j*. .IDENATURATIN AND
INTRA-STRAND ANNEALING ~ R2A~

A A'

big.1 3.Charctersticirta-stand trucure f ansoeswt nes

repeate~~~~ Cemii J z obesrnedDAsgetcnann rrs

thej Im Carateitc centra suenestrt of t n Unit withae nloe insl

mm_, a s elf- temmdinidule-strand DNA assmllepatmi containin h To" ns

eilementa 'olhul doaannga oble-strandse epeet te10 btae par inere omr1So-t

s,ences at the termini of this element

Any inserted element can be directly visualized in the electron
microscope following heteroduplex formation, a technique in
which sinoIle-strands of a parental molecule are allowed to re-
anneal with Complementary strands of an identical derivative
molecule that contains the inserted element (see rig. 14). The
interaction of two linear DNA single-strands to form a double-
stranded segjment requi res axial rotation of one strand around
the other in order to form the DNA helix. Because of structural
constraints then, two entirely complementary, but colvalently
sealed circular single-strands can not form a complete duplex
molecule, but rather end up forming a molecule consisting of a
miixture of duplex and single-strand reglions. This is exactly
whlat occurs wheon two entirely complementary DNA strands, it_
e-ach of which the inverted repe'at termini of a transposen have
already intra-strand annealed (as shown in Fil. 1 3b) ,attempt

o., reannoal with each other. The sequences in the circular loop
to0ni of e each strand are structural1lv constrained (i.e. , cain
no)t underq axial10 rot at ion) and can on iv form a )ari 1allyI duo lox
struetua t ( torimod undo twound loop) . The observatio of0 under-
wiound Imacici can be di agnes tic of sho-)t t i ever tt' d,11 1 t ions en
'in as well - qr1 as of t-he presence Of 11eWtraumnamIe1-

imtN(seo Broke r e't al. 1977b).

- ' ' .Ti ailneit ion 01"
'(n's occurs at firequencies , which ra nge from 10 i-7 1ovont

cIl , t 110-t t orobab )lv depend upn: (1) theba 1Wtoiia 1 ]lest (e."
tat t in Al11 157 and i ts dot i vat i es (locrease the normla I'Trn

t anspos i t ion freqguency observed in other . . . K- 12 strtains;
liedmos' et a]. 1 977); (2) tlhe recipient chi-cmosenial sites (Elt-ckm'r
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AA;-.*.*.

V .

C*

J.~~*... . .

Fi 1. 14. DNA htr 'lp xs1(oe.Sinj 1 e str ml DNA appears js a thin,
nl(veni lie ill tile el e tron liii 1 5 icrph , 00 inaeL to the thit ke~ doit mb

st i ,rrinr .,I the o 1~Je Ini this example, the q,200 base pailV

('.2 kl ohase pair, kb) pS~( 1 1 plaismi1 h~c, re Pinnea i' with the Lr 7l 0 p)I2

if, iI. p:"I( i ; 1 I 11't jin~n by 1 11 h inset tin;~ the, -N)," kh In. * I,--
Mt t nTtO nI1,Cli 1. 'lhe t iiv hjI w sh-wf io (iouhl-, st-r ied 'DS) -i rle

11 itL rep0)r e s nTIt s i I nr t, 1 ) pCitil seIplIen20c'o.;, w it I11 , Ia nq e s ing) J of e-t I i

(! i:) inIIS et ti -V Pp, -q wh i c I I ie 1)re:een it th c U Tz P n i ,i f A.] n~ I- e , 1iT ,t Itd) Le
t wo s il I Ii I I V,'t t c I r 'Ipe( I t e s p" 111 1ef 1,C ' 1,1,v: . (Ii" 'JI I IF I t the ( teIlilii

T it. ir tihc' jth r er''in the. enis e I h(, i 'in, ooieno t th, t i t

itt al1. 1 97(lj 'lu and Ccdien 1980) a and 3 a)the Tn olem-i-it .it sel1f
(see- Tal'ahI 4) . P110. whiat appea r to be fairlIy optimal conditions

'I'll , 'I'll. I )r t 110 'InA el emlentts ha':c been0 oise rvpc. to tran~lspose
,1L f roilinc ies 0of 01no tranispois ition event- per every 10 to 1000
Cii Ils ohnettt al. 1 19 17ai D~av'ies et al. 19 7 Crlnsted et al.
11)78) . In on t ranst, tither 0olmelltq lik-e Tn transpose less fre-
qu~ently I 10-7-10-6) evonl s/cell; Fote~tr 1977; IKeckner 1977).
11150r lion in e i tLtir ori1entat iotn occurs Swith apt aren tiy equal fre:-
ijuency for all Tn' s (IluhIns e t al . 1976; P1eckner 1978; Cornelis
e t alI. 1979) , WI th the (eeption of I n wli ch has the same or len-
tatmion in 30 stiparat-i Insetriions within R1P4 (barth and (;rinter 1977).
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Transposition of discrete, non-permuted units implies that
specific sequences at the ends of Tn elements are enzymatically
recognized during insertion. Recent DNA sequence analyses of
various inserted Tn's or IS units shows that for each element
th- same terminal nucleotide at each end of the element always
forms the junction with recipient DNA (Calos et al. 1978; Grind-
icy 1978; Ohtsubo and Ohtsubo 1978; Kleckner 1979; Tu and Cohen
1980). Available information on the recipient chromosomal recog-
nition sites, however, is not easy to interpret. The large dis-
tribution of possible insertion sites that have been observed
in the . - chromosome for the representative Tn; or Trit
elements would suggest that there is little specificity involved
at the site of insertion. Like phage Mu, Tn; or Tn_ insertions
caase new nutritional requirements in 1-2% of the bacterial
chromosomes into which these elements transpose. On the sur-
face, these data would suggest that there is a short, three to
five bp recognition sequence that is distributed randomly and
often throughout most recipient chromosomes. However, despite
the capability of these and other transposons to insert into
many different loci, the preponderance of transposon insertions
has been found to occur at preferred areas of the recipient chro-
mosomes (termed "regional" or "local" specificity). For example,
Kleckner et al. (1979b) recently found that out of 131 indepen-
dently isolated Tn.'' insertions within the 10,000 bp .. ...:...-

histidine (Sis) operon, 50 insertions occurred within a
single 30 bp region of the ; gene. Foster (1977) previously
reported that 18 of 21 independently isolated Tn' insertions
within the 3520 bp .. ..-. gene occurred in a single, small
175 bp region. These are examples of extremely "localized" in-
sertion specificity in which Tn insertion occurs at non-identi-
cal, nearby sites and sometimes precisely at the same locus
(Kleckner 1979). it is very interesting to note that Johnsrud
et al. (1978) have found that 29 of 50 Tn., insertions within
the . . '" ' ' gone map in the same "recombinational hotspot"
that Foster observed for Tn insertions in -. , suggesting
that, at least, these different Tn's respond to the same reci-
pient recognition sequence.

Very early reports on TnA insertion specificity (Kopecko et al.
1976; Rubens et al. 1976) as well as more recent findings for
TnA, Tn , and Tn; _-Iements (Barth and Grinter 1977; Kretschmer
and Cohen 1977; Crinsted et al. 1978; Tu and Cohen 1980) indicate
that these Tn's do not insert at random, but that a large pro-
portion of insert i)ns occur in not-so-compact, recipient qenomic
regions of 500-1)o bp in length (i.e., "regional" specificity).
[f a frequently ocrcurring recipient genome recognition sequence
for Tn insertion was present, one would -, expect clustered
insertion sites at nearby loci, but randomly distributed in-
sertions, wi th separate transposition events occasionally occur-
rin,; at the same recognition site. Therefore, the non-random,
"localiz(d" or "re(i onal" specificity of Tn insertions would
argue against :i randomly distributed recipient, 3-5 bp recog-
nit ion sequence. The data of Tu and Cohen (1980) sugqest that
the "regional" specificity for Tn, insertion is due to recipient
DNA A+T richness plus homology with the ends of Tn.. Howvt,r,
(;rinsted et al. (1978) have convincingly establishd that a
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500 bp DNA segment while present in one plasmid behaves as a
"recombinationally hyperactive" recipient site for transposi-
tion, but the same DNA segment when located adjacent to dif-
ferent sequences in a derivative plasmid does not. Thus, a
short, recipient recognition sequence is not sufficient, in
itself, for transpoE tion. Furthermore, DNA sequence analyses
of various Tn- or IS-recipient DNA recombinational junctions
have not revealed any such common recipient DNA recognition
sequence (Grindley 1978; Johnsrud et al. 1978; Oka et al. 1978;
Ghosal et al. 1979b; Kleckner 1979). Rather, it appears likely
that a more complex recipient chromosomal recognition sequence
is involved and that the point of cleavage of recipient DNA
(i.e., the Tn insertion site) occurs some distance (up to 500
or 1000 bp) from the recognition site. Type I restriction endo-
nucleases, which exhibit this pattern of behavior, or some sim-
ilar enzyme may be responsible for the observed preferred areas
of Tn insertion, as discussed in the section on mechanisms of
transposition.

Little is factually known about the mechanism of Tn or IS ele-
ment transposition except that it occurs independently of homo-
logous recombination systems. Considerable genetic evidence in-
dicates that transposition to a new site does not cause loss of
the element at the original locus (Bennett et al. 1977a; Shapiro
1979). As a matter of fact, transposition of any Tn unit is de-
tected 102-105 times more often than loss of the Tn element by
precise excision. This evidence would imply that an obligatory
and integrally linked replication/transposition event, like
that discussed for Mu phage, occurs with transposable elements.
Only a single-strand template or, perhaps, a newly replicated
duplex copy of the transposable element would be inserted into
the recipient site. Although the energy, enzyme, and structural
requirements of transposition are unknown, for the most part,
limited data obtained with Tn> would suggest that in
transposition efficiency at 370C is only 10' of that observed
at 320 C and transposition does not occur at 450 C (Kretschmer
and Cohen 1977). The requirements for DNA, RNA, and/or protein
synthesis in transposition hae not been established nor have
the effects of temperature on the transposition of other trans-
posons. As mentioned previously, the and . genes, which
probably encode proteins that are common to several different
DNA metabolic processes, affect the frequencies of transposi-
tion and excision of transposable elements, but the nature of
these affects is not understood (Miller and Friedman 1977;
H. Miller, personal communication). Some mechanism apparently
exists that controls tn,, frequency of transposition since this
frequency appears to reach saturating levels after a period of
time. For example, to date the transposition frequency is always
102-105 higher for Tn. than Tn (Kleckner 1977; (1rinsted et al.
1978). In addition, Bennett et al. (1977b, 1978b) have observed
that the presence on a recipient plasmid of Tn' or a Tni\ deri-
vative that is mutated to -lactamase non-production , -) de-
creases the transposition frequency of a second TnA element to
that plasmid, but not to other plasmids in the same cell. There-
fore, the presence of a Tn element may, in some cases, suppress
subsequent transposition to the carrier plasmid (i.e., it exerts
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a '/.-acting suppressive effect). On the other hand, it should
be noted that plasmids carrying two TnA elements have been phy-
sically identified, a fact which obsures the importance of the
,.-acting suppressive effect (Bennett et al. 1978; Holmans et
al. 1978).

Considerable effort has been applied to isolating mutants of
transposons in order to see if any Tn sites or functions are
necessary for transposition. To recap the conclusions before
presenting the data, it appears that the inversely repeated se-
quences at the Tn termini are necessary for enzymatic recog-
nition during transposition. Furthermore, at least Tn.' and Tn.
encode a protein(s) that is involved in their respective trans-
position. Heffron, Falkow, and co-workers have used a variety
of novel techniques to generate addition/deletion mutations
within the Tn." element (Heffron et al. 1977, 1973; Gill et al.
1978). By complementation of the transposition-deficient mu-
tated Tn. elements with a Tn.- (i.e., phenotypically ampi-
cillin sensitive), three classes of defective Tn. elements have
been detected. Non-complementable mutants that contain a dele-
tion of one terminal inverted repeat sequence demonstrate that
the terminal sequences are a structural requirement for trans-
position. Similar conclusions were obtained by studying dele-
tions of Tn, (Davies et al. 1977). Secondly, mutants obtained
in a proximately one-half of the Tn element could be comple-
mented to transpose at 20% of the normal frequency. These mu-
tants define a -:';--acting function (RNA or protein) that is
necessary for transposition. The third class of mutants occurs
in a region surrounding the single :.iHI endonuclease cleavage
site on Tn.- and affects both the frequency and type of trans-
position event. When small insertions are biochemically spliced
into this latter region, the transposition frequency is increased
tenfold, compared to wild-type Tn., and about 30% ol these trans-
position events are abnormal, i.e., cause the insertion of the
entire donor plasmie into the recipient replicon, as shown in
Fig. 15c (Heffron et al. 1978; Ileffron, personal communication).
In the presence of a wild-type Tn. that is ', these latter
insertion mutants of Tn. transpose as a discrete transposon
greater than 99.9% of the time. It appears that the wild-type
Tn.' makes some :;.-acting function that changes the transpo-
sition event back to normal Tn unit transposition (see Fig. 15d).
In contrast, Tn. mutants that contain deletions of this region
which affects the quality and quantity of transposition events
are not observed to transpose unless complemented. Conmplemen-
tation of these mutants by a ;7:- Tn; restores the transposition
frequency to about 20% of normal levels, but all of these Tn.
deletion mutants form cointegrate structures upon transpositon,
i.e., the entire donor plasmid, flanked by direct repeats of the
mutant Tn. element, is inserted into the recipient replicon
(Gill et al. 1978; see Fig. 15c) . Tne basic interpretations of
these data are illustrated in Fig. 15. In addition to the speci-
fic terminal sequences needed for transposition, Tn. encodes the
production of two "i--- acting proteins (a recently identified
110,000 mol. wt. protein (transposase or recombinase?) and a
19,000-20,000 mel. wt. "regulator" protein; Chou et al. 1979;
Dougan et al. 1979; S. Cohen, F. Heffron, personal communication)
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Tn3

TERMINAL SEQUENCE - [  
L 19.000 MW PROTEIN AND CIS ACTING FUNCTION i SITE

NECESSARY FOR 10* Tn3TRANSPOSITION "

b3 (Tn3Tn

d (3 Tn3 Tn3

Fig. 15. Molecular and genetic aspects of Tn transposition. (a) Diagramatic
depiction of the Tn.' transposon showing the terminal repeat sequecies essen-
tial for transposition. In addition, genetic and biochemical studies have
revealed the 'In sequences coding for '-lactamase (;' and functions/sites

needed for transposition, as shown. The l10,(Y0 mol. wt. protein may be a
recombination enzyme, and the 19,000 mo. wt. protein and adjacent '.'-actiln
function/site appear to regulate the frequency and type of transposition
event as shown below (Gill et al. 1978; Heffron et al. 1978; Het ron, porso-
nal communucation) . (b) Small donor plasmid carrying the Tn.' transposun and
a larger recipient chromosome, represented by a ,'r - no, . .

(c) The results of studies with mutant transposons suggest that transposi-
tion occurs by cleaving the donor molecule at points labeled :and / in (b)
followed by insertion of the entire donor plasmid flanked by direct repeats
of the transposon into the recipient molecule. (d) Almost simuitaneous pro-
cessing is thought to occur generating independent donor and recipient re-
o1licons each containing one copy of the Tn unit. 'The regul ttar protein ,nd

.:-acting function/site, shown above, appear to be necessary for this ior-
real processing. In the absence of either rerulator function or site, the
transposition event stops at the intermediate coifitejrite stage calso see

Meyer et a1. l979; Shapiro 1979). For ease ot illust rajtion, the recipient
DNA se1quences known to he directly repeated It the insertion site hAve not

been drawn.

(':r rent- ,vilunce lo,.s not eliminate the })5ssilbili t h normaC trlnls. iti.,n
,1-urS by initial cleavagle )I the 'In unit it <nIx' one end (abeled in stel,

b), fo]]1'wel by sinlo-strin Tn troslet tor th re, icjtt imolecule, siiil-
t is eonpient'nt try strnd, synth'sison '1n' i It C; inC']i-s, ::C'v ,n'

th,' other end t h-' 'In unit (,it p it ' i:i st', 1)), rp i r synthesis ni C I -
'latiai Curee 'Cr-in'l y ,ni i;herifti 7' 7) t givi, the' Pl-,'cu]l, 'It;,it't, in (i).

: tht' Si r')'iter'' (C0 sy be ,it1 ,lbettT t it'' 'obiT,)it ,)

:r'c;e-i by C)' ] '-1 thi '''' iil iLt- f unctiol/!-ite u d 'i scin' other p11'1 ' &-rty
s t t ',, '-xt)
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and a ,!-acting function/site located near the gene for "regu-

lator" protein (see Fig. 15a). Cohen and coworkers have recent-
ly demonstrated that the 20,000 mol. wt. regulator protein
serves as a repressor molecule that effectively controls a bi-
directional genetic transcription unit which includes the
110,000 mol. wt. transposase and production of the repressor
protein itself (Chow et al. 1979; Chow, Lemaux, Casadaban and
Cohen, submitted for publication). Usually, transposition in-
volves the transient formation of cointegrate structures ini-
tially proposed by Kopecko and Cohen (1975) and shown in Fig.
15, which are processed into donor and recipient replicons,
each carrying one copy of the transposable element (Fig. 15d).
The Tn.' mutants deleted for the "regulator" protein are also
missing the ..-acting function/site, both of which are thought
to direct the processing of the cointegrate structure (Gill et
al. 1978). Even during complementation, all transposition events
involving these Tn. deletion mutants remain abnormal because the
'.-acting function/site is missing (Arthur and Sherratt 1979).

These interpretations are supported by the results of similar
studies with mutants of the Tn; element, which also suggest
that a :---acting function necessary for processing the nor-
mally transient cointegrate, recombinational intermediate is
encoded within the Tn sequences (Meyer et al. 1979).

Based on our limited genetic knowledge of transposition, the
above interpretations appear quite reasonable. However, other
explanations are also plausible. For example, the normal trans-
position process may not involve the formation of a transient
cointegrate intermediate structure (Fig. 15c), but instead may
mediate the transfer of a single-strand of the transposon to a
new site via the model of Grindley and Sherratt (1979) which is
discussed in a later section and in the legend to Fig. 15. The
regulator protein and ,'.'-acting function/site might normally
limit initial enzymatic cleavage to one end of the element, as
described in the legend to Fig. 15. A defective regulator pro-
tein and/or lack of the .- acting function/site might result
in loss of control of the enzymatic cleavage and, consequently,
the aberrant formation of a cointegrate structure. Cleavage of
the transposon at each end but on opposite strands, and inser-
tion into a recipient site which could occur by the model of
Shapiro (1979; discussed in a later section), would result in
the formation of an aberrant cointegrate structure. In the past
year there were several other reports of transposon-mediated
plasmid cointegration as depicted in Fig. 15c. When harbored
on a multicopy colE1 plasmid derivative, either Tn,) or the en-
terotoxin transposon usually causes, during transposition, the
cointegration of the entire donor plasmid bracketed by direct
repeats of the Tn element (see So et al. 1979). However, these
transposons have not been mutated and usually transpose from
a larger plasmid or phage as a discrete element. One wonders
if transposon-mediated, plasmid cointegrate formation is en-
hanced in these small multicopy plasmids because of some in-
herent property such as their rapid replication. More informa-
tion on transposition of wild-type and mutant Tn's from large
and small plasmids is obviously needed. Additionally, condi-
tional mutants of Tn's and complementation studies among dif-
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ferent Tn's might reveal new insight into the transposition
process.

To summarize briefly the above information, genetic and physical

studies indicate that Tn elements normally transpose as discrete
units. It is generally assumed that the very termini of all

transposons are essential structures for transposition, but their
necessary, minimal length is not known. Thus far, only Tn' and

Tn,' have been shown to encode .r,;-acting functions essential to
transposition. The transposition process may involve the initial
formation of a cointegrate structure followed normally by its
resolution into donor and recipient molecules, each carrying one
copy of the Tn element.

Reversion of Tn-induced mutations, which is generally associated
with loss of the Tn unit, is assumed to be due to precise ex-
cision of the Tn element and occurs for all transposons at fre-
quencies ranging from 10-9-10-6 (Kleckner et al. 1975; Berg 1977;
Foster 1977). Since Tn transposition does not result in loss of
the Tn unit at the original site and vice versa (Bennett et al.
1977a; Kleckner 1977), it is probable that Tn excision and trans-
position occur by different processes (discussed in the section
on transposition mechanisms). In addition to undergoing trans-
position and precise excision events, most Tn's can mediate the
rearrangement of nearby chromosomal sequences as discussed below.

d) Aberrant Chromosomal R,aprangements. While searching for reversion
of Tn-induced mutations, imprecise excision events were detected
at a frequency of 10-

6
-10

- 4 
events per cell by either polarity

relief in the Lac operon (Berg 1977; Foster 1977) or loss of
Tn-encoded antibiotic resistance (Kleckner et al. 1979a; Ross
et al. 1979b). Imprecise excision generally removes some of the
Tn unit including drug resistance (e.g., tetracycline resistance)
and, depending upon the Tn element, occurs 10-1000 times more
frequently than precise excision (Kleckner 1977). Though known
to occur independently of general recombination like precise
excision, the mechanisms responsible for imprecise excision are
not entirely understood. Physical examination of 26 imprecise-
ly excised TnL) elements has revealed several different types
of imprecise excision events (Ross et al. 1979a,b). Restriction
enzyme analyses revealed that in u50% of these isolates, only

50-100 bp of Tn 10 sequences remain. DNA sequence analysis of
two of these TnIO elements has shown that exactly 50 bp of Tn!,
remain in each case. Moreover, the deletion event appears to have
occurred between short A+T rich regions internal to and directly
repeated at each Tn terminus. Another group oi imprecisely ex-
cised Tnl. elements (8 of the original 26) was observed to con-
tain simple internal Tn]:? deletions that uniquely had one dele-
tion end point in very close proximity to either end of the
1400 bp repeat at either Tn!, terminus. A third group of impre-
cisely excised Tn]' elements (6 of 26) contain deletions of all
of the Tn!) sequences internal to the 1400 bp inverted terminal

sequences plus concomitant inversion of adjacent sequences. As
depicted in Fig. 16, Ross et al. (1979a) have proposed that the

internal ends of the 1400 bp Tn termini recombine with some ad-
jacent site, always resulting in concomitant deletion and in-
version events.
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INVERSION

Tn O

A B

x
0 C

A C B 0

Fig. 16. Transposon-promoted inversions during imprecise Tn unit excision.
The TnIO transposon is shown here inserted within a chromosome which is
represented by uu, ci;ri'1,, and bry :%o,. Chromosomal regions A
through b) are so labeled. The 1400 bp repeats on In]" are shown as z,-
oz iZe and their orientation is indicated by the o'o,?-.x below each. The
inside end of each 1400 bp repeat is proposed to recombine (see
oi io'o) with some adjacent sequence, denoted here by an X. This recombi-
nation event results in the loss of the Tni sequences normally contained
within the terminal 1400 bp repeat sequences, as well as the invrsion of
one 1400 bp repeat and some adjacent chromosomil material (for J tils see
Ross et al. 1979a)

Tn. has been found to generate, , .f-independently, deletions
which apparently occur from either terminus of the inserted
transposon and extend outward to non-random points within ad-
jacent chromosomal sequences, but always leave the Tn element
functionally intact (Nisen et al. 1977). Similar results have
been reported for Tn' (Noel and Ames 1978). Furthermore, in
both studies recipient chromosomal regions that appeared as
"recombinationally hyperactive" sites for Tn insertion also
were found to act as preferred deletion end points, suooqestin4
that transposition and deletion processes are similar.

Tn.', Tn;- and the enterotoxin transposon have beecn observed under
certain conditions to mediate the cointegration of two circular
genomes, as mentioned in the previous section. Also, transposon-
mediated chromosomal integration of phage ' has been detected
(Davies et al. 1977; MacHattie and Shapiro 1978). In nddition,

Tn! I has been used experimentally to generate duplications of
chromosomal regions as well as to fuse unrelated chromosomal
sequences (Kleckner et al. 1977). Though only limited data are
presently available, it appears likely that most transposons
will be found to generate all of the chromosomal rearranlements
that are promoted by phage Mu, as discussed before.
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4. Mechazisme of Transposition - Curent Theories

DNA sequence analyses of many of the recipient chromosomal sites
into which Mu phage, IS elements, or transposons insert seem to
bear no great similarity to one another (Allet 1979; Ghosal et
al. 1979b). This fact separates, on a mechanistic level, these
specialized recombination systems from those of temperate bac-
teriophages, like X, which appear to promote phage insertion in-
to only one or a few short, but highly homologous regions of a
chromosome. Therefore, though similar in the ability to promote
chromosomal rearrangements in the absence of general recouibina-
tion and without extended sequence homology, specialized recombi-
nation systems do display differences. The similarities among
transposition events of IS- or Tn-units and Mu phage suggest that
these different elements transpose by fundamentally related pro-
cesses, as detailed below. However, the existence of several
different specialized transposition processes which result in
the same end product cannot be ruled out at the present time.

z) Esetidfeatlures of Specialized Trazspositeon. Genetic and mole-
cular studies of the specific transposition of Mu phage and
transposable elements (Tn, IS units) have revealed several gen-
eral properties among these events. Transposition of an element
from one chromosomal site to another does not appear to result
in loss of the element at the original locus (Bennett et al.
1977a; Bukhari 1977; Shapiro 1979), a fact that ensures the in-
volvement of replication in this event. Furthermore, insertion
of a transposable element or Mu phage into a chromosome results
in the direct duplication of 3-4, 5, 9, or 11-12 bp of recipient
DNA at the insertion site (see Calos et al. 1978; Grindley 1978;
Allet 1979; Ghosal et al. 1979b). The recipient DNA repeat se-
quences bracketing any specific element (e.g., IS!) are always
the same length but usually vary in nucleotide composition. Data
obtained with a derivative Tn., Tn,,, or Tn: element, experimen-
tally constructed so as to contain non-identical DNA flanking
each Tn terminus, indicate that this repeated DNA is not essen-
tial for the transposition event (Johnsrud et al. 1978; Kleckner
1979). However, most transposable elements are inserted in one
of two possible orientations at virtually any chromosomal site
(Bukhari 1977; Kleckner 1977). Thus, the recombination process
must involve recognition of the specific Tn or Mu termini. Al-
though independent insertions of some Tn elements have been
found at precisely the same locus (Kleckner 1979; Tu and Cohen
1980), most Tn insertions occur in preferred chromosomal regions,
whereas Mu phage insertions appear entirely non-specific with
respect to the insertion sitc (Kleckner et al. 1979b; Ljungquist
et al. 1979). Based on the a'ove observations of the structural
consequences of specialized transposition, several models have
been proposed to explain the transposition process.

',) -', :,''-.e'.' 7'o .',! *. Ljungquist and Bukhari (1977) have
provided evidence which suggests that Mu transposition follows
or occurs concomitant with Mu specific replication (Bukhari
1977). Additionally, data obtained from transposition studies
of TnA elements suggested to Bennett et al. (1977a) that trans-
position might involve single-strand transfer of the element
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and complementary strand synthesis in the donor and recipient
molecules. Grindley and Sherratt (197q) have recently described
a model for single-strand transfer of any transposable unit.
This simple model accomodates transposition without consequent
deletion of the donor transposable element and allows for dupli-
cation of recipient sequences at the insertion site, as summa-
rized in Fig. 17. Accordingly, one enzymatic activity is respon-
sible for making staggered cuts in the recipient DNA (Fig. 17a).
The observations that all transposable DNA units have 3-4, 5, 9,
or 11-12 bp repeats of recipient DNA at insertion sites suggest
that four separate, probably host-determined, factors provide
this target site endonucleolytic nicking activity. A second
component of this proposed reaction is an activity that recog-
nizes, specifically cleaves, and transfers one end of a single-
strand of the transposable unit to the appropriate site on the
nicked recipient DNA (Fig. 17b). This second enzymatic activity
may be specified by each transposable unit, as the evidence in-
dicates for Mu, Tn,7, and Tn6 (see Grindley and Sherratt 1979).
Each transposable unit-specific enzyme apparently interacts with
only one of the four common target site nicking proteins. Fol-
lowing ligation of one strand of the transposable unit to a
5' end of the recipient DNA (Fig. 17b) , replication proceeds
in the recipient molecule by copying the displaced transposed
segment. Complementary strand synthesis on the donor molecule
is not proposed by this model, presumably because no available
primer exists. When complementary strand synthesis is completed
in the recipient molecule, the end of the newly synthesized trans-
posable element is ligated to the free 5' end of the recipient
(Fig. 17c). Subsequently, the displ iced donor strand is retrans-
ferred back to the donor molecule and complementary strand synthe-
sis occurs on the recipient strand from the remaining free 3'-OH
end that was initially created by the target site nicking activity
(Fig. 17d). The result is that both strands of the transposable
unit are conserved in the donor molecule and a newly replicated
transposable element exists in the recipient. Interruptions in
the proposed process could generate partial or complete semi-
conservatively replicated transposable units. Also, an aborted
transposition attempt via this model to a site adjacent to the
original transposable unit could generate deletions with one
end point at the transposable unit (see Grindley and Sherratt
1979). By this proposal, specialized transposition is a separate
process from precise excision which must result in the double-
stranded removal of one flanking recipient repeat sequence in
addition to the entire transposable segment. Precise excision
may involve sA-independent recombination between the short
recipient DNA repeat sequences that flank transposed elements
(see section on !wiA -independent systems for recombination).
A less likely and yet untested alternative is that transposi-
tion is a non-reciprocal exchange that usually results in loss
of the donor molecule (Bennett et al. 1977a; Bukhari 1977).

2') i' !?s ,>" mZ fJop "r,,v' . Over the past few years there
were repeated observations in which transposable units caused
the fusion of two replicons, where only one of the replicons
initially contained the element (Faelen et al. 1975; Heffron et
al. 1973; Shapiro 1979). Although the model presented above
can be adapted to creating replicon fusions (see Grindley and

'k __ .ft
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Fig. 17. A single-strand transfer model for transposition. Donor and re-

cipient double-stranded DNA regions are represented by pairs of horizontaZ

lines. The discrete transposable DNA unit is depicted by squiglcd lines.
Newly replicated chromosomal DNA is represented by dashed Zincs while newly

synthesized transposable segment sequences are depicted by a filled rcot-
ang~e. (a) Transposition is initiated by an enzyme complex that causes two
opposing single-strand cleavages separated by 3-4, 5, 9, or 11-12 bp, de-
pending upon the transposable unit. (b) Subsequently, a second enzymatic
component recognizes, cleaves, and transfers one end of the transposable
segment to the recipient molecule, where it is ligated to a free 5'-end
(see asterisk). As the recipient molecule is opened to accomodate the dis-
placed strand, complementary strand synthesis occurs on the lower strand

from the free 3-end (see dashed 11'>). (c) Complementary strand synthesis
continues in the recipient molecule until the entire transposable element

has been copied, at which point the bottom recipient strand is ligated
(asterisk). Because of lack of a primer, no complementary strand synthesis
has occurred in the donor molecule. (d) Thus, the displaced strand is re-

transferred to the donor molecule and complementary strand synthesis occurs

on the top recipient strand from the free 3-end. (e) Following ligation
of the ends of the transposable segment to the adjacent chromosomal DNA,
the donor transposable unit is completely conserved. For more details
of this proposed model, see Grindley and Sherratt (1979)
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Sherratt 1979), Shapiro (1979) has proposed a different approach
to the transposition event. According to this scheme, a circular
donor molecule containing one copy of a transposable unit is co-
integrated into the recipient molecule. Subsequently, the donor
molecule is deleted along with a hybrid copy of the transposable
unit while leaving another copy of the transposed segment flanked
by duplicated recipient sequences. The details of this proposal
are given in Fig. 18 (Shapiro 1979). A significant facet of this
model, cointegrate formation/replicon fusion, is a normal inter-
mediate structure of the transposition process between inter-
acting circular molecules and can be observed whenever the final
reciprocal exchange event is blocked. Furthermore, this model can
produce deletion and inversion events during transposition if the
donor and target DNA regions are on the same molecule (for details
see Shapiro 1979). More recently, a very similar transposition
model was proposed by Arthur and Sherratt (1979).

P ;'o' ;r"'.'>t:*,u:. Do transposable elements exist, as
transposition intermediates, in the autonomous, nonreplicating
circular state? By biochemically splicing a known small replicon
into the central sequences of a transposable element, Cohen et
al. (1979) have isolated a self-replicating transposition "inter-
mediate". Although one wonders if this structure is merely a pro-
duct of precise excision, it should prove valuable in further
defining the transposition process. Similarly, further study of
the recently isolated single-strand phages carrying transposons
may aid our understanding of transposition (Nomura et al. 1978;
Ray and Kook 1978).

The actual recognition sites in transposons or in recipient DNA
for the transposition-enzyme complex have not been deciphered,
but it is noteworthy that the ends of transposable elements are
palindromic and A+T rich. Palindromic DNA sequences are known to
be protein interaction sites for a variety of enzymes and repres-
sor molecules; and A+T rich regions are susceptible to "localized
denaturation", perhaps prior to cleavage (see Vogel 1977). It
seems likely that the inverted repeat sequences within and at
the ends of the termini of transposable segments serve as recog-
nition sequences. Comparibon among the ends of various trans-
posable elements has revealed that the ends of Tn, and - (both
of which produce 5 bp direct repetitions; M. Guyer and N. Grind-
ley, personal communication) or the ends of Tn' , Tn. /IS:, and
Tn -.' (all of which produce 9 bp direct repeats; Xleckner 1979)
share significant segments of homology. In addition, Kleckner
(1979) has reported very limited evidence for sequence homology
between a site internal to Tnio and a region in the recipient
molecule, but some distance from the insertion site, that helps
align the incoming Tn] element with respect to its insertion
site. Alternatively, and more likely, the non-random clustering
of transposon insertion sites suggests that the enzyme component
that makes the 3-4, 5, 9, or 11-12 bp staggered cut in the reci-
pient sequence is similar to type I restriction endonucleases,
which are known to cleave DNA at a distance from the actual re-
cognition site (Rosamond et al. 1979). Finally, one wonders if
the apparent regulation of transposition frequency is not a re-
sult of modification of the recipient DNA recognition sequences.
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C11

Fig. 18. F'usion model of transposition. Double-strainded donor (::' .!'
and recipient ( !;f, ./( DNA regions are shown horizontally. Only the in-
teracting portions of these DNA regions are illustrated; they may exist on
the same or different molecules. The transposable DNA unit is represented
by a ... ( ;', while the target site is depicted by . -I,:'! )<' (a) Trans-
position is initiated by four single-strand cleavages (shown by small ) '

zj' i ,, ) one at each end of the target site and transposable DNA seg-
ment. The two pairs of cleavages must have opposite polarities. ; ,',: ' -
and ' . on these strands represent 3'-OH and 5'-PO)4 ends, respectively.
(b) sukbsequently, the donot and recipient strands are joined in a chi-shapedl
structure by ligjation at points marked by small arrows. Replication from the
tree 3'-end is thougjht to produce two duplex DNA regions, each carrying a
semi-conservatively replicated transposable unit, as shown in (c). Newly
synthesized DNA is represented by ;,: ; P '.- and r'ot~ruh$i[ce. If both ini-
tial interacting DNA reglions represented different circular molecules, this
stop would result in a figure eiclht or replicon fusion structure. A final
reciprocal exchange is proposedi to take place between the repeated tians-
po<sable units (see '. i,' " .:' ! 7 ';.,% ) , generating separate donor and
recipient molec'uhs, eaich :,arryin(T one hybrid copy of the transposable unit.
(d) In addition, the rocipient molecule contains direct repeats of the ta r-
,let sequence f],onkinq the newly inserted DNA segment. For details see
hjapi r- (97))
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V. Bacterial System(s) for ,I A<1-independent Recombination

The spontaneous occurrence of chromosomal deletion or duplica-
tion events in the absence of known general recombination sys-
tems has been recognized for some years (reviewed by Franklin
1971). The discovery of transposable DNA units and our newly
acquired knowledge of how Mu phage and IS elements create chro-
mosomal rearrangements can explain the formation of virtually
any chromosomal reshuffling. Despite these remarkable findings,
there are still many spontaneous deletion and duplication events
that do not appear to involve either general recombination or
any of the known specialized recombination systems. The recent
advances in nucleotide sequencing techniques have allowed for
a long-awaited examination of the nucleotide sequence relation-
ships among the ends of these aberrant duplication and deletion
mutations.

Evidence obtained from nucleotide sequence studies of 7Ia:] gene
mutants indicates that DNA segments located between identically
oriented repeats of 5 or 8 bp can be deleted. The deletion al-
ways removes one repeat sequence and all of the intervening se-
quences. Also, duplication of a DNA segment that lies between
small, identically oriented repeats has been observed (see Fara-
baugh et al. 1978). However, it is not known if these sequence-
specific chromosomal alterations occur raeA-independently. In a
separate study, nearly precise excision of TnlO, which occurs
in the absence of Rec ability, has been observed to result ap-
parently from recombination between 24 bp repeat sequences that
are located at each TnlO terminus (Ross et al. 1979b). Although
all of these rearrangements could have occurred during repli-
cation or repair by mispairing events, one can also speculate
that an uncharacterized bacterial system(s) for genetic ex-
changes at short, repeat DNA sequences might be responsible.
As mentioned previously, precise excision by cleavage at the
specific termini of a transposable element or Mu prophage and
subsequent closure of the chromosome would leave one extra 3-4,
5, 9, or 11-12 bp copy of the recipient site sequence. Perhaps
some system like that discussed above is involved in the dele-
tion of Tn or IS units so that one copy of the repeated reci-
pient site sequence and the entire intervening sequence (i.e.,
the Tn or IS unit) are deleted. Such a system is not entirely
without precedent. The integration and excision of lambda phage
occurs between 15 bp common core repeat sequences, one each in
<'!P and tB. The sequences surrounding the core region are
involved in the specificity and requirements of the reaction.
Likewise, the chromosomal sequences surrounding any repeat se-
quence on a molecule may affect its reactivity/involvement
in recombinational exchanges. Though seemingly logical, these
suggestions are very speculative.

An unusual recombination pathway in i. 0:1/ has recently been
detected during the study of recombination between different,
genetically marked phage. Neither host Rec nor I Red, Int or
Der pathways of recombination appear to be responsible. In ,
cells, these recombination events occur at a frequency of 10%
of that seen in Rec± hosts and appear to involve exchanges be-
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tween homologous DNA regions. Furt._.rmore, these ovents require
RNA polymerase and probably active transcription; this has been
termed the "Rpo pathway". It has been proposed that some local
change (e.g., unwinding) of DNA structure caused by transcription
is required for this process (Ikeda and Kobayashi 1977). It is
not yet known if such a process is involved in specialized trans-
position or the precise excision events discussed above. It is
interesting to note, however, that the Ohtsubos have foind so-
quence homolgy between the ends of IS' and known genetic p-o-
meters (i.e., RNA polymerase binding sites) and have proposed
that RNA polymerase and perhaps the Rpo pathway are involved
in Tn or IS unit transposition and/or precise excision (Ohtsudjc
and Ohtsubo 1978).

D. Effect of Transposable El ements and Vil-USes on Bacteria,

1Evolution

Transposable genetic elements appear to be normal constituents
of bacterial, plasmid, and phage chromosomes. Conjugative plas-
mids allow for the rapid intercellular dissemination of genetic
information and have been identified in many diverse bacterial
species (Reanney 1976; Kopecko et al. 1979). Considering the
fact that conjugally promiscuous plasmids can transfer between
quite different bacterial genera, it appears reasonable to sug-
gest that transposable genetic elements exist universally in
bacteria.

Temoerate viruses and transposable elements (IS, Tn u-its) cause
mutations and mediate macro-evolutionary chromosomal rearrange-
ments. In addition, some transposable elements are involved in
the regulation of gene expression. Specific examples of how
transposablo DNA units affect bacterial evolution have been given
in the previous sections and have been extensively reviewed
(Cohen 1976; Cohen and Kopecko 1)76; Starlinger and Saedler
197f,; iiukhari et al. 1977; Kleckner 1977; Starlinger 1977;
Schwesingcr 1977). This section is intended to focus on several
specific points that have not been discussed elsewhere.

[. Tht, Chromosome - Constancy in the Face of Change

IS' through IS; and -I- , from data presented above, exist as
8, 7, %, 1, 1, and 4 copies per genome, respectively, which
renresents 1 of the .. " ' K-12 chromosome. In fact, many see-
ments of the . " K-12 chromosome that are bordered by in-
verted r( pa t DNA segments of 750 bp or larqer have been visua-
lizd in the, electron microscope (Chow 1977; Ohtsubo and Ohtsubo
1977). Since the chromosome is circular, all genes lie between
on, )r more sets of inversely repeated DNA segments. The known
locatic,ns of IS elements on tho. "" K-12 chromosome and the
F plasmid are shown in Figs. 19 and 20. As discussed below, re-
combi nat ion between IS eler-ents carried on plasmids (e.g., the
F plasmi,) and chromosomally borne IS units results in the chro-
mosomol inteqration of the plasmid (Davidson et al. 1974)
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Fig. 19. Insertion sequences act as recombinational "hotspots" for Hfr for-
mation. The circular linkage map of -'. 2k K-12 is schematically divid'ed
into 10 min length segments and the chromosomal locations of various genes
and insertion sequences are shown. The genetic markers listed include those
that affect the synthesis of thre-onino '>2' proline ', .', c adenine

),tryptophan ('il" .), chorismic acid C-v ',, arginine (c ,and isc-
leooms-va line ( 7';those that affect utilization of lactose (-z-1a) or
gjabactose J'j 1; ind those that aff Iect the requirement for lipoate 'i
or the resistance to phtge T( xc (see B~achmann et al. 1976) . Through an
intensive study of the molecul-o' re( itionships among F and several F' plas-
mids, N. Davidson iod c-workers (1,'7-It have deduced the idientit'ies and
physical orieintations of the C osertion seo 1001.00 oleiT'ents that -- , actively
involved in Ii r tormatitm on1 ici )"b,. ':'-.'- in the fiooire) at six
6i f ferent locations on the . e~nmo. Al tht uth the -.- K-I12 chrcs:.o-
s ome wa s e St iP t ed(I, by DN~A- DNA hyb i i i jo it on ii' cr l e, toCI cr ry s even cp Cop (
o)t I S' , the loc:at ion s of -Inly tw ic n.Itnc'- 1 oe k! wn). To create, anl lb'
stralin the lut~lnoooous F I']as I.1 api I rot ly jlt, p1 itos iltc the c11r"M, Iuep1
i t ur coiii (ripenteatta ry p, ti r io1,1j- h t w I n I I 1 11 1t a , ',I *:t' r i'.i 0 in t he

a sm id ao a i hologou se qu enc -- e, I u :iC th Y] a :,hIT:s I Thf, j Pit polar1 i ty
w(,! be, ai (Ilrect consIS Uence o the -I ''':,t ip 1 1 9 2 '0 lou s'''c' l0

cops on each pa),rental tolecule. '1w'tes' a'' I'-thi
to have- been formed by F iinte;'.at ion1 "I'' -!I tho.ve.;-
It is l ikely thait otter1 knowr illt spt in;W? 1 ' 1 int'ra tiu
at 'thowr fi oer t ion sequences 1, sate I oi I 1w 9 hi 1,W1i -: ' 'i v

T'he frequency of spontaneously fortmed duplicat ion in the
chronmosome has boon reported to be 10-4-1 -7, whjile spont aeus
deletiaon formation has heen estimated to be 10 -6-10-19 imilar
to point mutations (see Starli ntjer 1977/). Non-radomness of ond
points has boon noted for both duplication (St'arliqor 1977) and
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Fig. 20. Structural map of the F (sex) plasmid. In this scaled map, the lo-
cat'ons of various functions, constructed from published data, are physical-
ly positioned through the use of a kilobase lkb) coordinate mapping system
devised by N. Davidson and co-workers (1974). The map order of 12 genes that
determine the necessary functions for conjugal transfer (!o"2 plus two as-

sociated regulatory genes is known, and ttese genes occupy the last one-
third cf the total 94.5 kb pair length el the F plasmid. The origin of con-
jugal transfer has recently been mapped accurately at kilobase coordinate

62 and the region between kilobase coordinates 50 and 62 may contain other
transfer-associated functions (M. Guyer, personal communication). By the

use of restriction enzyme procedures, construction and study of larqe -

lotion mutants of F has led to the conclusion that all functions necessary
for self-replication nd incompatibility (a locus responsible for the in-

ability of cwo similar p smids to coexist within the same cell) are encode,
on A small 7. 1 kb long DNA segment. The regions labeled as non-eosential
genes have been genetically deleted1 without observed consequcm'es on either
F self-replication or transfer ability. Additionally, locations are given

or IS' , IS., and the gaimsa-delta sequences, all of which are separate in-
tegration sites ior Hfr formation, and which also Participate in F plasmid
recembinational rearrangemerits

deletion mutations (Farabaugh et al. 1978). Spontaneous trans-
position and inversion events have also been observed in
and their instability so gests the presence of terminal repeat
sequences which subsequ. tly undergo -dependent reversal of
the original event (Starlinger 1977). Although some of these
events would likely be IS-mediated, recent evidence indicates
that celetjons and duplications can occur via a bacterial
independent recombination system(s) which recognizes similarly
oriented, short repeat DNA sequences (discussed above). In ad-
dition, other as yet uncharacterized recombination systems are
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probably also involved. Much ado has been made about the Rec-
independence of specialized recombination events and it should
be emphasized that i, -dependent recombination between these
transposable elements (i.e., mobile regions of homology) prob-
ably is more important evolutionarily.

It is obvious that chromosomal rearrangements occur quite often
in bacteria, but why bacteria apparently remain genetically
stable is not so obvious. Evidently, most genetic a terations,
even those affecting only a few nucleotides, are not evolutio-
narily advantageous. Perhaps each small region of the chromo-
some has been and is beine constantly exposed to different sur-
rounding sequences, always striving for the most stable arrange-
ment for that particular environment. Thus, when mutations occur
but the environment remains essentially unchanged, the mutations
would be selected against. As the environment and, consequently,
cellular requirements change, various other chromosomal rearrange-
ments are selected for and the chromosome would remain in a quasi-
stable state while the individual nucleotide regions seek their
most stable interrelationships for the new environment. Observa-
tions made with cloned eukaryotic DNA in .. ! '" cells (Cohen et
al. 1978) or results of analyses of single plasmids isolated from
different bacterial hosts (Causey and Brown 1978) support this
conjecture.

II. Plasmids - Recombinational Assemblages of Transposable Units

Early electron nicroscope heteroduplex analyses of the nucleo-
tide sequence relationships among F and related R plasmids in-
dicated that these plasmids are largely homologous. However,
areas of homology among these molecules terminated at identical
points in several different plasmids, hinting at the modular
nature of plasmid evolution (Sharp et al. 1973; Cohen and No-
pecko 1976). Cataloging of the properties of many transposons,
detected on plasmids obtained from a large variety of different
bacteria, has clearly demonstrated the fact that plasmids are
evolving through a process of exchange of discrete transposable
units. For instance, knowing the location of several transposons
on the RI plasmid, Kopecko et al. (1976) deduced from the earlier
data of Sharp et al. (1973) that the R100, R6, and R1 plasmids,
though obtained from bacteria originally isolated in Japan,
Germany, and England, respectively, carry some of the same trans-
posable elements (see Fig. 21). Moreover, the finding that the
shared transposons were located at the same location in each R
plasmid further suggested that these plasmids have evolved from
a common ancestral plasmid. In another example, Tn , Tn' , Tn.,
Tn , Tn I, and Tn_ are members of a class of transposons,
collectively called TnA elements, that encode ampicillin resis-
tance. These highly homologous TnA elements, detected initially
on different plasmids isolated from ..- :f i - ., ,,' : ., or,
. , have more recently been detected in plasmids from : '.

and ,, '. ,': (Falkow et al. 1977). Thus, transposons have played
a major role in the dissemination of drug resistance genes and
other medically relevant determinants (e.g., enterotoxin or K88
antigen synthesis) among bacteria.
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Tn9 Tn3
r . . .. -t- - --

Tn4

K-NmQ
R6 Sm SU, ,'

2221NRI/RIO rn S

Tn 21

Fig. 21. Relationship of r-determinant regions on Ri, R(,, and 222'/NR1/RO0
piasmids. Only the r-determinant region of these plasmids is debicted; di-
rect repeats of IS,; were found to bracket the r-dit region (Hu et al. 1975;
Otashne and Cohen 1975). RI, R6 and 222/NRI/R100 are plasmids that were ob-
tained from different bacteria isolated initially in England, Germany, and

Japan, respectively. The same transposable sequence encoding chlorampheniccl
resistance (Cm) is located in all three plasmids as well as the larger trans-

poson encoding streptomycin (Sm) and sulfonamide (Su) resistance. However,
in the R1 plasmid the Tn, (Ap) element is inserted within the Sm, Su trans-
peson and now comprises the composite transposablo element, Tn-. The RI 1las-
mid also carries an additional segment which encodes resistance to kanamycin-
necmycin (Km-Nni) and which is deleted spontaneously at a hiqh f-requency, but
has not been shown to transpose (Kopecko and Cohen 1'75; Kopecko et al. I ')
Finally, the R6 plasmid carries an inserted transposable kaniamycinneomycin
resistance gene segment located- between the Cm and the Sm, Su transposcns

(see Kopecko et al. 1976, 1978)

Susskind and Botstein (1978) recently reviewed considerable data
which indicated that P22 and the lambdoid viruses share some
identical functional DNA segments. These authors suggest that
these viruses are comprised of a set of interchangeable modular
units, but the mechanism of interchange is unknown.

Many plasmids carry, in addition to transposons, IS elements
which allow for chromosomal integration of plasmids. For example,
during Hfr formation the F plasmid, shown in Figure 20, inte-
grates into the chromosome via an homologous IS segment shared
with the chromosome (Fig. 19; Davidson et al. 1974). Plasmid-
borne IS units are also used to amplify genes located between
two similar IS elements (Cohen 1976; Yagi and Clewell 1977;
Schmitt et al. 1979a).

I1. Evolution of Transposable Elements

Prom an evolutionary viewpoint it seems instructive to mention
that although IS elements can transpose as independent units,
it appears that two nearby, identical IS elements flankinq any
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sequence can form a transposon (MacHattie and Shapiro 1978;
So et al. 1979; M. Guyer and J.L. Rosner, personal communica-
tion). Considering the recent observation that the i.-yU region
of the P'. (o1H chromosome is a transposon, is every gene on the
chromosome located on a transposable segment at one time or
another when bracketed by IS elements?

There does appear to be a hierarchy of transposable elements
beginning with IS units and ending with the most complex unit,
Mu phage. It is possible that transposons containing long in-
verted repeat termini (e.g., Tnlo) which are not susceptible
to r,&A-dependent deletion, are more highly evolved than Tn.9,
for instance, which is flanked by direct repeats of ISI. Fur-
thermore, Tn units encoding functions necessary for their own
transposition would seem more advanced than units that use
host-encoded transposition machinery.

The origins of transposons are unknown, but the similarity of
the terminal sequence, as determined by sequence analysis and
discussed earlier, of some transposable elements would suggest
the existence of four evolutionarily separate classes of trans-
posons (those with 3-4, 5, 9, or 11-12 bp iLpeats). The minimal
length of a transposable segment is not known but one might
assume that it could be as short as two adjacent recognition/
cleavage sites, which might be as short as 4-8 bp each. How-
ever, this seems unlikely because one would then expect there
to be innumerable IS units and, instead, only a few classes
have been detected.

E. Use of Transposable Elements as Experimental Tools

Two recent extensive and masterfully composed reports on the
practical in vivo employment of transposons and Mu phage in ex-
perimental genetic manipulations are available (Faelen and
Toussaint 1976; Kleckner et al. 1977). However, a brief listing
of the experimental uses of Tn elements has been included here
for general information and to stimulate interest in these ex-
perimental tools. The ease of selection for a drug resistance
phenotype, the ability of transposons to insert at many chromo-
somal sites at a relatively high frequency and, in addition, to
generate various chromosomal rearrangements make Tn elements
very useful in the laboratory. Transposons can be introduced
into a bacterial cell via infection with defective transducing
phages carrying a Tn element (Kleckner et al. 1975), or by con-
jugation or transformation of plasmid vectors containing Tn's.
These vectors can be eliminated by a variety of procedures, e.g.,
conditionally lethal mutations or conditions (Kretschmer and
Cohen 1977). Mutations in virtually any chromosomal site can be
obtained by simultaneous selection for the transposon phenotype
(e.g., tetracycline resistance) and loss of the vector. Subse-
quently, isolated colonies can be replica-plated on appropriate
media to obtain the desired mutants. Transposon-induced muta-
tions can be polar, allowing for the location of genes in an
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operon, as well as for genetic mapping of mutants with pheno-
types that are not scorable (Kleckner et al. 1978). Furthermore,
these remarkable Tn-induced mutations are revertible so that
the original phenotype can be restored.

Tn units, inserted into sites immediately adjacent to the trait(s)
of interest, can be used to manipulate a particular trait by
chromosomal duplication or deletion, as described below. In ad-
dition, a non-scorable trait can be molecularly cloned by selec-
ting for an easily identifiable adjacent drug resistance trans-
poson. Transposons can also be used in genetic engineering to
generate known restriction endonuclease cleavage sites in speci-
fic chromosomal regions. Furthermore, inserted Tn elements can
mediate deletions from the element outward to various chromosomal
sites. Alternatively, two identical Tn elements inserted at near-
by chromosomal sites can generate specific deletions of the in-
terposed sequences. By similar techniques, TnIO has been used to
generate chromosomal duplications with predetermined end points
(Kleckner et al. 1977) and probably could be used to promote in-
versions of specific chromosomal genes. It should be emphasized
that fusion of nearby, but unrelated DNA sequences (e.g., two
different operons) can be constructed by deleting the sequences
located between Tn units inserted within each operon, followed
by selection for precise excision of the remaining Tn element.

As noted in previous sections, Tn units can promote the random
chromosomal integration of both plasmids and phage, a condition
which is conducive to the subsequent formation of a variety of
novel specialized transducing phages and plasmids carrying
various chromosomal segments (e.g., F-prime plasmids). Moreover,
recombination between a Tn unit located on a conjugative plas-
mid, like F, and an identical Tn unit inserted at a known site
on the bacterial chromosome will lead to the construction of Hfr
strains with predetermined transfer origins and orientations.
Transposition of Tn elements to plasmids that are phenotypically
cryptic or not easily scorable offers new possibilities for the
manipulation and study of these elements. In addition to trans-
ferring traits of interest through the above manipulations, it
appears that one can construct new transposable elements by in-
serting known IS or Tn units to either side of the DNA segment
of interest (McHattie and Shapiro 1978; Shapiro and MacHattie
1979; M. Guyer and J.L. Rosner, personal communication) or by
the molecular cloning of a DNA segment into the middle of a
characterized transposon (Goebel et al. 1977; Heffron et al.
1978; J. Manis and B. Kline, personal communication). The use-
fulness of Tn units as experimental tools is not limited to .
col by any means, as Tn elements can be transferred to a wide
variety of bacterial genera by conjugally promiscuous plasmids
such as RP4. In addition, the Tn elements in gram-positive bac-
teria should prove to be just as useful experimentally. Finally,
one should be aware that Mu phage can mediate all of the events
listed above and may be useful under conditions in which Tn units
cannot be employed.
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F. Specialized Recombination in Eukaryotic Cells: A Prologue

A rapidly increasing body of evidence indicates that specialized
recombination systems are not unique to prokaryotes, but rather
are found in a wide range of eukaryotic organisms as well (see
Bukhari et al. 1977). From the results of classic genetic studies
of maize, McClintock (1957, 1965) has described distinct trans-
posable genetic "controlling elements" that are capable of af-
fecting the expression of various genes. Like IS segments, in-
sertion of a controlling element into a gene can cause inacti-
vation of that gene; restoration of gene activity occurs follow-
ing excision of the controlling element. In addition, major chro-
mosomal rearrangements (inversion, deletions, duplications) are
often found in association with loci carrying these elements.
Recently, Nevers and Saedler (1977) have composed an excellent
summary of controlling elements in maize and, based on known
properties of bacterial IS units, offered an elegantly simple
model to explain their behavior (see also Peterson 1977). Fur-
thermore, considerable genetic and cytological data obtained
with !"': suggest the presence of transposable "IS-like"
elements that are capable of causing mutations and site-speci-
fic deletions (Green 1977). In addition to mediating host chro-
mosomal integration of various eukaryotic viruses, it seems
reasonable to assume that specialized recombination systems are
involved in transposition of the controlling elements in maize
and the IS-like mutants in bumh lu, as well as in mediating
various chromosomal reshufflings associated with these mobile
DNA units.

Several examples of potential specialized recombination systems
have been observed in yeast. The alternating and exclusive ex-
pression of one of two mating types in . :. has
been hypothesized to occur via exchange of specific DNA segments
(the cassette model; Hicks et al. 1977). A similar system for
mating-type interconversion seemingly exists for K ::.:;-
'Pc~vic ; b, (Egel 1977). With the use of relatively new molecular
cloning systems, Cameron et al. (1979) recently have physically
identified transposon-like elements in the DNA of .'. o . " ,' .
One element, TYI, is 5.6 kb in length and is flanked by a 0.25
kb direct repeat, termed delta. Hybridization studies show that
TYI is present as 35 copies per haploid genome (i.e., 2% of the
total haploid DNA content), whereas delta, which is not always
associated with TYl, exists as 100 copies per haploid cell.
Furthermore, both TY1 transposition and linked chromosomal al-
terations have been observed. Although speculative, middle re-
petitive DNA, like TYl, which may be involved in gene regulation
in eukaryotes, could be transposed via specialized recombina-
tion processes.

Finally, numerous eukaryotic genes have been identified which
are interrupted within the coding regions by intervening se-
quences. These intervening sequences are found in the primary
transcript of the gene, but not in the functional mRNA, i.e.,
they are spliced out and the resulting ends of the RNA molecule
are rejoined (Darnell 1978; Knapp et al. 1978; Tilghman ct al.

• .. .... . .. .. , .. . .. .. . . i . .. .. .. . i,, ,, ,m,,o m, -
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1978). Are there specialized recombination systems for exchange
between RNA molecules?
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